JET Transit Study
TEN YEAR TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT PLAN

This Ten Year Transit Development Plan was prepared for the City of Jonesboro, Jonesboro
Economical Transit (JET), and the Northeast Arkansas Regional Transportation Planning
Commission (NARTPC).

This Ten Year Transit Development Plan was prepared by Alliance Transportation Group (ATG).
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Executive Summary
The City of Jonesboro transit service, Jonesboro
Economical Transit (JET), and the Northeast
Arkansas Regional Transportation Planning
Commission (NARTPC) understands the
vital role public transit plays in the Jonesboro
community and continually strives to improve
services for existing and future passengers.
Many citizens of Jonesboro depend on transit
services to commute to work and travel to medical
and retail facilities. In light of this, the NARTPC
and JET engaged Alliance Transportation Group
(ATG) to conduct a 10-Year Transit Development
Plan to assess the existing transit services and
identify methods to better serve both current
and future passengers.
This study evaluated the JET service as it is
today through the combination of a market
study and technical analysis in order to identify
the strengths and limitations of the system.
The market study involved the development
of a demographic profile as well as a robust
public engagement effort that consisted of the
following: an online and paper survey for both
transit users and non-users, public outreach
events, development of a JET Transit Study
webpage, and marketing materials, which were
developed and disseminated through traditional
and social media outlets. This market study
identified the transit needs of the passengers
and the community and provided information
regarding the development of customized
recommendations found in this Study. The next
portion of the study was the service analysis,
which was a technical effort that produced
tools that the City will be able to utilize for the
maintenance and improvement of service
moving forward. The final recommendations
of this study were developed in coordination
with the public and community stakeholders in
order to provide a range of options with which to
improve service. These recommendations build
upon the system’s current strengths and identify
10

opportunities for improvement.
JET has operated a fixed-route public bus
system since May 2006. The City operates
a fixed-route hub-and-spoke bus system
comprised of five routes that depart from the
JET Regional Transit Center. All five routes have
similar operation characteristics in that they are
set up as loop routes operating at either 30 or
60 minute frequency, providing good coverage
throughout the Jonesboro area. Each route
has a similar schedule and service span, with
service beginning between 5:40 am and 6:00
am and the last bus departing between 6:00 pm
and 6:20 pm. The network provides accessibility
to downtown, surrounding residential and
commercial destinations, and Arkansas State
University (ASU). Service operates Monday
through Friday with combined route service on
Saturdays. JET also offers Para-Transit service
as a special mode of transportation to disabled
citizens who are not able to use the fixed-route
service.
JET ridership from 2006 to 2009 grew from just
under 20,000 to over 80,000 riders resulting in
an increase in revenue of over $30,000. A year
after the 2009 recession ridership began to
see growth again doubling the 60,000 riders to
120,000 riders resulting in an increase in revenue
of over $30,000. With this rise in ridership, also
comes a rise in demand for service expansion
and an increased strain on the JET resources.
The components and recommendations of this
study will provide JET with the tools needed to
improve service in a way that not only increases
connectivity, but also creates new opportunities
for both existing and future passengers. The
other strength of this study lies in its ability
to function as an evaluation tool, which will
empower the JET staff to continually maintain
and improve future service.

Chapter 1 Market Analysis
Introduction
In the process of developing recommendations
for future transit improvements, one of the
first and most important steps is to gain a
better understanding of the market that the
transit system serves. This is accomplished
through a Market Analysis, which examines
various demographic, economic, and social
characteristics of the community to interpret
whether existing transit service adequately
meets community needs. In addition, this
analysis identifies opportunities for improving
transit service for the Jonesboro area.
The Market Analysis for the JET Transit
Development Study includes three portions:
1. Demographic Profile
2. Destination Analysis
3. Gap Analysis
The Market Analysis and the Service Evaluation
combine to form the Needs Assessment, of
which the results were used to inform the
development of recommendations for improving
JET service in the Jonesboro area.

Demographic Profile
To form the Demographic Profile, geographic
distributions of various community characteristics
were mapped and examined in relation to one
another and the existing transit network. For
example, population density and employment
density were both mapped at the Census block
group level to illustrate where population is
distributed throughout the study area. Population
and employment were aggregated to calculate
Transit Potential, creating a broad factor for
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potential transit demand in different parts of
the study area. Data used for the Demographic
Profile was sourced from the 2016 American
Community Survey (ACS), the 2010 Decennial
Census, and the Arkansas GIS Office.
Two subsets of the population were also
calculated for the Demographic Profile: TransitDependent Population (TDP) and At-Risk
Population (ARP). These subsets provide a
measure of the people in the community who
are more likely to rely on transit than the rest
of the population. TDP and ARP were key to
the Market Analysis because they were used
in the Served Populations assessment within
the Demographic Profile as well as in the Gap
Analysis.

Transit-Dependent Population
Transit-Dependent Population (TDP) represents
the people in a community who are the most
likely to depend heavily on transit as their
primary mode of transportation, and as such,
TDP can be used as a measure for transit
demand. TDP is calculated using a formula
that incorporates characteristics related to the
legal ability to drive and access to a personal
vehicle. Table 1.1 shows the three-part formula
used to measure TDP, bearing in mind that all
components are measured at the block group
level.
Part 1 of the formula identifies the number of
people living in households who are legally
eligible to drive based on their age. Population in
Group Quarters is subtracted in this part because
group quarters are not considered households.
It is important to note that even though 16- and
17-year-olds may be legally eligible to drive,
they are less likely to have regular access to a
personal vehicle to accommodate the majority
of their transportation needs.

Part 3 of the formula determines the final TDP
by adding the results of Part 2 to the population
who is legally too young to drive or have regular
access to a vehicle, as well as the population
living in non-institutionalized group quarters.
While people living in institutionalized group
quarters are not able to drive for legal or health
reasons, people living in non-institutionalized
group quarters may be eligible to drive but
are less likely to do so. It should be noted
that the 2016 ACS data on group quarters
does not distinguish between institutionalized
and non-institutionalized, so these figures
were estimated using the group quarters data
from the 2010 Decennial Census based on
proportions per block group. The combination
of the three demographic groups that make up
Part 3 of the formula identifies the total amount
of the population who is either unable to drive
or highly unlikely to drive, making them more
dependent on transit. Figure 1.1 shows the
density of TDP per square mile in each block
group.

Part 2 of the formula uses the results from Part
1 to identify the number of eligible drivers who
do not have a personal vehicle available to
them. This group of people will be more likely to
rely on transit.

Table 1.1 Transit-Dependent Population
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Part 1

Household Drivers = (Population Aged 18 and Over) - (Persons Living in Group
Quarters)

Part 2

Transit-Dependent Household Population = (Household Drivers) - (Vehicles Available)

Part 3

Transit-Dependent Population = (Transit-Dependent Household Population) +
(Population Aged 17 or Under) + (Non-Institutionalized Population Living in Group
Quarters)

Figure 1.1 Density of Transit-Dependent Population

At-Risk Population
At-Risk Population (ARP) accounts for the
various demographic characteristics that
represent some of the largest barriers to
personal mobility. These characteristics include
the following groups:
•People aged 65 years or older;
•People aged 17 years or younger;
•People with disabilities; and
•People in poverty.
In addition to these four characteristics,
minority populations and Limited English
Proficiency (LEP) populations were included
in the calculation for ARP because not only are
these populations more likely to be in poverty,
but they are also more vulnerable to facing
inequities in mobility and other aspects of life.
LEP populations are composed of people who,
when asked on the 2016 ACS how well they
speak English, indicated “not well” or “not at all.”
To calculate ARP, the six groups discussed
above were summed at the block group
level, representing the total number of ARP in
each block group. Due to the nature of these
demographic characteristics, it is possible, and
highly likely, that some people belong to more
than one of the population subsets used in the
ARP calculation (e.g. someone who is older
than 65 may also have a disability). This means
that some people were probably counted
more than once in the ARP totals. The chance
of “double-counting” people with the ARP
calculation method is unavoidable, because
it is impossible to identify which demographic
characteristics apply to each individual person
in the community. However, for the purposes of
this Market Analysis, counting people more than
once in the ARP calculation can be considered
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a positive outcome because it gives additional
consideration to people who may face more
than one barrier to personal mobility. Figure 1.2
shows the density of ARP per square mile in
each block group.

Figure 1.2 Density of At-Risk Population

Served Populations
To further understand how well the Jonesboro
community is served by the existing JET
system, the percentage of Served Populations
was calculated for various data groups,
including total population, total employment,
Transit Dependent Population (TDP), At-Risk
Population (ARP), and households.
In order to determine how well the JET system
serves each of these groups the bus stop
locations along the existing transit network were
used to estimate the proportion of people, jobs,
or households that fall within a quarter-mile
of each stop. This quarter-mile buffer around
transit stops was used as it typically represents
the distance people are willing to walk to ride
transit (about a 5 minutes). Figure 1.3 shows the
location of existing JET stops and their service
areas.
This analysis revealed that out of the almost
130,000 total people in the study area, an
estimated 24% is currently served by existing
transit. Of the total number of people served
by transit, almost 60% are served by multiple
routes. An estimated quarter of TDP is served
by transit, and within that almost a quarter of
served TDP is accessible by multiple routes.
Almost a third of ARP is estimated to be served
by transit, and a fifth of the served ARP is
accessible by multiple routes. It should be noted
that the total number of served ARP is slightly
larger than the total served population, which is
due to the fact that ARP “double-counts” some
of the population. Out of just over 10,000 jobs in
the community, an estimated 22% are currently
served by transit, and within that 16% of served
jobs are also served by multiple routes. In the
study area, a total of 8,794 households are
currently within the JET service area, making up
35% of the households in Jonesboro and 28%
of the households in the MPO area. Out of the
total served households, 12% are also served
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by multiple routes.
For total study area population, TDP, and ARP,
Route 53 currently serves the highest proportions
of population, while Route 27 serves the highest
number of jobs and households. Table 1.2,
Table 1.3, and Table 1.4 show the full results of
the Served Populations evaluation.

Figure 1.3 JET Stops and Service Areas

Table 1.2 Populations Served by Existing Transit
Route

Population

Employment

TDP

Total
Served

% Served
Pop

Total
Served

% Served
Emp

Total
Served

% Served
TDP

Total
Served

% Served
ARP

17

11,080

44%

1,950

19%

3,856

32%

5,804

23%

27

13,719

55%

3,479

34%

3,169

26%

7,651

30%

37

11,777

47%

2,078

20%

3,804

32%

7,968

31%

43

13,039

52%

3,219

31%

2,137

18%

5,551

22%

53

14,734

59%

2,513

25%

4,406

37%

8,410

33%

Total
Served

25,091

10,226

12,064

25,747

Total %
Served

24%

22%

25%

32%

Table 1.3 Households Served by
Existing Transit
Route
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Table 1.4 Populations & Households
Served by Multiple Routes

Households Served
Total

ARP

Population

Served by Multiple
Routes
14,287

% of Total
Served
57%

Employment

1,620

16%

17

1,124

% of
Total
13%

27

2,801

32%

TDP

2,819

23%

37

2,311

26%

ARP

5,169

20%

43

2,075

24%

Households

1,014

12%

53

2,102

24%

Total Households Served

8,794

% Jonesboro Households
Served
% MPO Households
Served

35%
28%

Destination Analysis
In addition to determining whether various
populations can reach transit service, a Market
Analysis also evaluates whether notable
destinations in a community are accessible
via transit. The destinations included in this
study were points of interest, major employers,
and schools. For each of these categories,
destinations were evaluated based on whether
they are within the transit service area as well
as whether they are served by more than one
transit route. Greenway trails were included
in the points of interest evaluation, but were
assessed based on the number of trail miles
that fell within the service area for at least one
JET route as well as for multiple JET routes.
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the list for evaluation, and employers with
more than one location in the study area were
evaluated at each location. The results of the
analysis for major employers reveals that out
of the 70 major employer locations evaluated,
just over 50% are served by at least one transit
route, while 28% of served locations are served
by more than one route. Table 1.6 shows the
results of the Major Employers evaluation.
Table 1.5 Points of Interest Evaluation
Total Points of Interest

45

Points of Interest Served

32

Points of Interest

% Served

71%

Points of interest incorporated into the
analysis included parks, recreational facilities,
civic facilities, public facilities, community
centers, major health facilities, prominent
social/entertainment destinations, prominent
commercial destinations, and major higher
educational and cultural facilities. Based on the
results of the analysis, 71% of the 45 points of
interest evaluated are served by at least one
transit route, and 13% of the served points of
interest are in the service area of multiple routes.
Out of the study area’s 8.3 miles of completed
greenway trails, 3.5 miles are served by at least
one transit route, and 1.3 miles are served by
multiple routes. Table 1.5 shows the results of
the Points of Interest analysis.

Served by Multiple Routes 4
% Served by Multiple
Routes
Miles of Completed Trails

13%

Miles of Trails Served

3.5

Miles of Trails Served by
Multiple Routes

1.3

8.3

Table 1.6 Major Employers Evaluation
Total Major Employers

70

Major Employers Served

36

% Served

51%

Major Employers

Served by Multiple Routes 10

To determine which employers to include in the
Major Employers evaluation, a list of employers
with one hundred or more employees in the region
was obtained from the Jonesboro Regional
Chamber of Commerce. Employers who were
outside of the study area were excluded from

% Served by Multiple
Routes

28%

Table 1.8 Major Employers 2014
Company

Industry

# Employees

St. Bernards Healthcare

Healthcare

2,969

Arkansas State University

Education

2,435

NEA Baptist Memorial

Healthcare

1,030

Walmart Super Center (2)

Retail

775

Hytrol Conveyor Company

Manufacturing

750

Jonesboro Public Schools

Education

720

NEA Baptist Clinic

Healthcare

680

Nestle Prepared Foods

Manufacturing

610

Frito-Lay, Inc.

Manufacturing

525

City of Jonesboro

Government

501

Source: Jonesboro Regional Chamber of Commerce

Schools
The schools category in the Destination
Analysis includes only schools at the early
learning/preschool level through 12th grade,
excluding any higher education institutions.
Both public and private schools were evaluated.
Out of the 60 total schools in the analysis, 65%
are served by at least one transit route and
15% of the served schools are reached by 2 or
more routes. Table 1.7 shows the results of the
Schools analysis.
Overall, the Destination Analysis revealed
that the majority of destinations evaluated are
served by at least one JET route, while a much
smaller portion are covered by multiple routes.
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Table 1.7 Schools Evaluation
Total Schools

60

Schools Served

39

% Served

65%

Served by Multiple Routes 6
% Served by Multiple
Routes

15%

Gap Analysis
The purpose of a Gap Analysis is to identify areas
in the community where gaps exist between
transit service and demand for transit. To
identify these areas, existing transit service was
overlaid with areas of demand. Existing service
was measured by the service area created by
the quarter-mile buffers around existing JET
stops, and demand was measured by the TDP
and ARP identified in the Demographic Profile.

study area. Three of the top ARP block groups
are also in the top five TDP block groups (two
in the north and on in the west), which indicates
that these two separate methods of identifying
transit demand are able to determine similar
locations in the study area with possible
dependence on transit. As shown by the gap
analysis with TDP, the two northern top ARP
block groups are heavily served by existing
transit, with one of the block groups falling
For both TDP and ARP individually, the block entirely within the service area and both block
groups with the highest densities were identified groups covered by multiple routes. The two
and compared to the existing JET service area. block groups in the west are both covered only
The top TDP block groups are clustered in the by Route 27, with the block group that was also
northern and western sides of Jonesboro. The a top TDP block group being covered a little less
three block groups in the north are all heavily than halfway by the service area and the other
covered by the existing transit service area, western block group almost entirely covered by
with one of the block groups covered entirely. the service area. The block group in the east
All three of the northern block groups are also falls approximately halfway in the service area
served by multiple routes. The two western and is only covered by Route 53.
block groups are both covered by Route 27
alone, with anywhere from a third to half of both Unlike the TDP distribution, there is one
block group areas covered by the service area. relatively high-density ARP block group that
For TDP, all block groups shown as having is barely served by transit. This block group,
mid-to-high densities of TDP population are which is bounded by I-555 on the south side and
relatively well covered by at least one transit Southwest Dr. on the east side, is only covered
route. Figure 1.4 shows the distribution of TDP by the service area of Route 43 on a tiny piece
densities compared to existing transit service, of its northeastern corner. Figure 1.5 shows the
as well as the top five TDP block groups.
distribution of ARP densities and illustrates the
comparison between the top five ARP block
The top five ARP block groups are located in groups and existing transit service.
the northern, western, and eastern parts of the
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Figure 1.4 Transit Service Gaps – Transit-Dependent Population

Figure 1.5 Transit Service Gaps – At-Risk Population

Chapter 2 Service Evaluation
The following chapter addresses the existing
conditions of transit services within Jonesboro,
Arkansas. JET began operations in 2006,
providing both fixed route and paratransit bus
services within the city limits. Currently, JET
fixed routes are organized in a hub-and-spoke
network, where all rides are based out of the
JET Regional Transfer Center (i.e. the hub).
The routes, which cover much of West, North,
Central, and East Jonesboro, typically operate
in single-direction loops. JET serves five fixed
routes during the weekday (Monday through
Friday) and three fixed routes on Saturday. The
project team utilized ridership data provided by
JET to create an inventory of existing conditions.

Jonesboro Economical Transit
System Fixed Routes

contains seven active fixed route buses with one
contingency bus, as well as three paratransit
vehicles. Because of the single-direction nature
and route design of the current system, there are
several segments which overlap in the central
part of the system, working in conjunction to
create bidirectional segments. JET also provides
three Saturday routes, combining portions of the
weekday routes with a shorter service period.
Because of the network’s hub-and-spoke
system, route frequency measures between
30 and 60 minutes depending on the route
length shown in Table 2.1. The network provides
accessibility to Downtown and surrounding
residential and commercial destinations, as well
as Arkansas State University (ASU).

JET has experienced a steady increase in
ridership and overall revenue produced by its
JET operates five fixed routes that run on weekdays fixed route system. Post-recession, annual
based out of the Jonesboro Economical Transit system revenue has reached up to roughly
Center located on the corner of S Caraway Rd $55,000 with total annual ridership reaching
and E Matthews Ave, just east of downtown nearly 120,000 passengers shown in Table 2.1.
as seen in Figure 2.1. The current JET fleet
Table 2.1 System Characteristics

System Service Characteristics
Average Daily Ridership

873

Average Monthly Ridership

16,588

Total Annual Ridership

199,056

Frequency

30 to 60 min

Weekday Span

5am to 6:40 pm

Saturday Span

9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Days of Week

Monday - Saturday

Cost

$0.60 to $2.50 (depending on age and
type)
23.44

System Productivity
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Figure 2.1 JET Fixed Route System

Figure 2.2 Fixed Route Frequencies

Figure 2.3 Fixed Route Annual Revenue and Ridership

Table 2.2 JET Bus Transfers

Route Issued

Route 17 Route 27 Route 37 Route 43

17

-

451

364

244

Route 53 Total Transfers
Used
229
1288

27

526

-

672

645

650

2493

37

504

861

-

878

726

2969

43

210

529

447

-

315

1501

53

249

636

354

365

-

1604

Regarding transfer activity, Routes 37 and
27 have historically experienced the most
transfers used by JET passengers, with a
total of 2,969 and 2,493 transfers respectively.
Accordingly, most transfers originate from
north and west Jonesboro and connect to
northeast and industrial area routes. Table
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2.2 displays transfers used from Route 37,
which experiences the system’s most transfers.
Data for transfers was collected from samples
representing Summer, Fall, Winter, and Spring
months from 2017 to 2018.

Figure 2.4 Route 37 Top Transfer Destinations

A preliminary On-Time Performance analysis
(OTP) was performed for the five main routes
serving the JET system. The resulting values
were compared to the allotted cycle time per
route to flag whether any of the current route

alignments might pose difficulties for on-time
performance. Table 2.3 shows which routes
based on this analysis warrant review (in this
case, all routes currently fail to meet on time
performance metrics).

Table 2.3 On-Time Performance Analysis Results

Route

Route Length (Mi) Cycle Time

Flag

17

Avg. MPH Allotted Cycle Time
(Min)
15.8
56

16.9

64

Over

27

15.6

30

8.2

32

Over

37

18.2

26

10

33

Over

43

17.5

36

13.2

45

Over

53

18.5

57

19.6

64

Over

Rural and Urban Paratransit Service
North East Arkansas Transit (NEAT) started
operations in October of 2012 as a new service
offered by Crowley’s Ridge Development
Council, Inc (CRDC), shown in Figure 2.5.
CRDC has been serving the population of
Northeast Arkansas since 1969. Other existing
programs include: Community Service Block
Grant, Weatherization, Child and Adult Food
Care Program, Low Income Home Energy
Assistance Program, and Northeast Arkansas
Recovery Rehabilitation Center.
NEAT offers curb-to-curb, on-demand transit
services to rural residents five days a week
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in the NEAT service area. Passengers are
asked to provide NEAT with a 48-hour advance
notice in the event that the passenger has
a medical appointment or specific need.
Passengers are scheduled on a first come, first
served basis. Current transportation services
offered include: employment transportation,
shopping opportunities, medical appointments,
socialization
activities,
or
education
transportation. There are no income guidelines
for this program.

Figure 2.5 NEAT Coverage

Jonesboro Paratransit
JET also provides urban paratransit service the city boundaries and will only provide service
alongside its fixed-route service for those with to qualified users.
functional mobility limitations, offering a doorto-door/demand response system, shown in
Figure 2.6. The paratransit service works within
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Figure 2.6 Jonesboro Paratransit Coverage

Weekday Route Profiles
Route 17 Central Jonesboro
Route 17 provides service from 5:44 am until
6:20 pm. Route 17 has three different operating
patterns (i.e. alignments): A, B, and C. The routing
alignment alternates between patterns A and B
starting at 7:18 AM with 30-minute headways
between each trip, but 60-minute headways
between each trip of the same alignment; all
trips prior to that time operate on the A pattern
with 30-minute headways. Patterns A and B
both provide service throughout the Arkansas
State University campus; however, pattern A
serves the area east of South Caraway Road,
including Turtle Creek Mall and nearby shopping
centers, and pattern B serves the area west of

South Caraway Road. Pattern C is used for the
final trip of the day and only includes two stops:
the Regional Transfer Center and Marion Berry
Parkway @ Eldridge Street. Route 17 begins
at the Regional Transfer Center and serves the
Jonesboro city center. Since the route covers
much of Central Jonesboro, its service overlaps
with the other four routes. Table 2.4 displays
ridership characteristics for route 17. Figure 2.7
displays current ridership trends for the route.

Table 2.4 Route 17 Service Characteristics

Route 17
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Average Daily Ridership

69

Average Monthly Ridership

1,805

Total Annual Ridership

21,665

Estimated Net Cost per Boarding

$4.12

Percent of Total JET Ridership

11%

Route Productivity

7.29

Most Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

11:18 am/12.60/5.46

Least Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

5:18 pm/1.83/0.79

Route Distance

8.5 mi

Frequency

30 min

Span

5:44 am to 6:20 pm

Service Days

Monday to Friday

Trips per Weekday
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Figure 2.7 Route 17 Current Ridership Trends

Boarding Activity
Route 17 has an average daily ridership
passengers and a productivity score of
which are the lowest amongst the five
weekday routes. The majority of the

of 69
7.29,
fixed
most

productive stops are found south of the JET
terminal. Table 2.5 displays Route 17’s most
productive stops by annual ridership.

Figure 2.8 Key Destinations Along Route
Arkansas State University (ASU)

Caraway Plaza Shopping Center

Kroger Marketplace

Arkansas Department of Workforce Services

Turtle Creek Mall
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Table 2.5 Route 17 Highest Ridership Stops

Bus Stop

Annual Ridership

Grant Ave @ Walmart
Turtle Creek Mall – East Food Court
East Nettleton Ave & Wolf Blvd
Aggie Rd @ A-State Armory

3,649
2,691
1,835
1,155

Transfer Activity
Route 17 experiences the least transfer activity
out of the entire fixed route system. However,
when transfers are used most of them connect
to Route 27 (451 transfers) and Route 37 (364
transfers), shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10 Route 17 Transfer Activity

Average Daily Trip Ridership
Route 17 has a low average daily ridership by
trip, with a trip peak at nearly 6 passengers.
Because of Route 17’s segmented design and
alternating frequencies, Figure 2.9 displays
consistent variance of average daily trip
ridership.

Figure 2.9 Route 17 Average Daily Trip Ridership
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Route 27 West Jonesboro
Route 27 provides service with 30-minute
headways from 5:20 am until 6:20 pm.
Buses initially depart from the Gee Street/
Huntington Avenue intersection and run in a
counter-clockwise loop. Route 27 serves West
Jonesboro running east-west from the Regional
Transfer Center. This route provides service
to various health facilities, schools, the city
center, and West Washington Avenue/South

Gee Street neighborhoods. The route serves
27 trips per weekday and contains both the
second highest productivity rate and average
daily boardings out of the fixed route system.
Table 2.6 displays ridership characteristics for
route 27. Figure 2.11 displays current ridership
trends for the route.

Table 2.6 Route 27 Service Characteristics

Route 27

37

Average Daily Ridership

177

Average Monthly Ridership

4,883

Total Annual Ridership

58,590

Estimated Net Cost per Boarding

$1.27

Percent of Total JET Ridership

29%

Route Productivity

14.54

Most Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

11:35 am/19.76/9.88

Least Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

5:35 am/4.41/2.21

Route Distance

8.2 mi

Frequency

30 min

Span

5:20 am to 6:05 pm

Service Days

Monday to Friday

Trips per Weekday
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Figure 2.11 Route 27 Current Ridership Trends

Boarding Activity
Route 27 has a productivity rating of 14.54 2.7 displays Route 27’s most productive stops;
and average daily ridership value of 177, both higher ridership stops tend to be located along
ranking second amongst all fixed routes. Table the northern/northwest portion of the route.

Figure 2.12 Key Destinations Along Route
St. Bernard’s Medical Center

Craighead County Health Department

City Water & Light Jonesboro

Craighead County Court Clerk

Earl Bell Community Center

Craighead County Jonesboro Public Library

Jonesboro Kindergarten Center

Microsociety Magnet School
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Table 2.7 Route 27 Highest Ridership Stops

Bus Stop

Annual Ridership

Madison St @ The Public Library
Gee St & Huntington Ave
West Washington Ave @ The Justice
Complex
Gee St & Jefferson Ave

8,028
3,295
4,278
4,041

Transfer Activity
Route 27 currently sees the second highest
amount of transfers used, with analysis showing
nearly 2,500 transfers in 2017. Transfers are
typically used to connect to Routes 37, 43, and
53, all with similar transfer totals (ranging from
645 to 672). Figure 2.14 displays Route 27
transfer activity by route.
Average Daily Trip Ridership
Route 27’s average daily trip ridership proves it
to be one of the more productive routes currently
in the system. Peak trip ridership is experienced
at roughly 7:05 am, 9:35 am, and 11:35 am
(the highest with roughly 10 passengers). Trip
ridership tends to taper off beginning at 3:35
pm. Figure 2.13 displays Route 27 average
daily trip ridership.
Figure 2.13 Route 27 Average Daily Trip Ridership
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Figure 2.14 Route 27 Transfer Activity

Route 37 North Jonesboro
Route 37 provides service with 30-minute
headways from 5:17 am until 6:16 pm. This
is the most utilized route in the entire system
with the highest productivity and average daily
boarding values. Buses depart from near Bill’s
Market on Main Street and run in a clockwise
loop. This route provides service to northern
Jonesboro, including Arkansas State University,
surrounding residential areas for university

students, and the Philadelphia neighborhood.
Route 37 overlaps service with Routes 17 and
53, particularly near Arkansas State University.
Table 2.8 displays ridership characteristics for
Route 37. Figure 2.15 displays current ridership
trends for the route.

Table 2.8 Route 37 Service Characteristics

Route 37
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Average Daily Ridership

191

Average Monthly Ridership

4,971

Total Annual Ridership

59,655

Estimated Net Cost per Boarding

$0.95

Percent of Total JET Ridership

30%

Route Productivity

17.80

Most Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

1:09 pm/23.55/10.21

Least Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

5:39 pm/5.22/2.26

Route Distance

9.98 mi

Frequency

30 min

Span

5:17 am to 6:16 pm

Service Days

Monday to Friday

Trips per Weekday
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Figure 2.15 Route 37 Current Ridership Trends

Boarding Activity
Route 37 has a productivity rating of 17.80 higher ridership stops tend to be located near
and average daily ridership value of 191, both main street commercial areas and towards the
ranking first amongst all fixed routes. Table 2.9 ASU campus.
displays Route 37’s most productive stops;

Figure 2.16 Key Destinations Along Route
Arkansas State University (ASU)

Northside Park

Parker Park Community Center

Jonesboro Math & Science

Magnolia Road Baptist Church

Victory Lighthouse Pentecostal
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Table 2.9 Route 37 Highest Ridership Stops

Bus Stop

Annual Ridership

Belt St & Marshall St
Johnson Ave & Melrose St
North Church @ Parker Park Community
Center
Main St @ Bill’s Fresh Market

12,125
8,629
7,314
6,259

Transfer Activity
Route 37 currently contains the highest amount
of transfers used, with analysis showing nearly
3,000 transfers in 2017. Transfers are typically
used to connect to Routes 43, 27, and 53 (with
transfer counts ranging from 726 to 878). Figure
2.18 displays Route 37 transfer activity by route.
Average Daily Trip Ridership
Route 37’s average daily trip ridership proves
it to be one of the more productive routes
currently in the system. Spikes in ridership are
more consistent, and are seen during morning,
afternoon, and evening service periods. Late
afternoon/early evening period experiences trip
ridership of roughly 10. Trip ridership drastically
lowers around 5:09 pm. Figure 2.17 displays
Route 37’s average daily trip ridership.
Figure 2.17 Route 37 Average Daily Trip Ridership
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Figure 2.18 Route 37 Transfer Activity

Route 43 Industrial Southeast Jonesboro
Route 43 provides service with 40-minute Table 2.10 displays ridership characteristics for
headways from 5:16 am until 6:14 pm. Buses Route 43. Figure 2.19 displays current ridership
initially depart from the Dollar General on trends for the route.
Harrisburg Road and run north-south in a
clockwise loop. Route 43 provides service to
shopping centers south of the city center, as well
as various schools and multi-family residential
areas. This route overlaps with portions of
Route 17 and Route 53 in central Jonesboro.
Table 2.10 Route 43 Service Characteristics

Route 43
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Average Daily Ridership

96

Average Monthly Ridership

2,500

Total Annual Ridership

30,005

Estimated Net Cost per Boarding

$3.36

Percent of Total JET Ridership

15%

Route Productivity

8.56

Most Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

2:58 pm/11.96/7.18

Least Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

5:38 am/3.97/2.38

Route Distance

13.22 mi

Frequency

40 min

Span

5:16 am to 6:38 pm

Service Days

Monday to Friday

Trips per Weekday
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Figure 2.19 Route 43 Current Ridership Trends

Boarding Activity
Route 43 has a productivity rating of 8.56 and
average daily ridership value of 96, making the
route the third most productive amongst all fixed
routes. Table 2.11 displays Route 43’s most

productive stops; higher ridership stops tend to
be evenly dispersed throughout the route.

Figure 2.20 Key Destinations Along Route
Walmart Neighborhood Market
Caraway Plaza Shopping Center
Kroger Marketplace
US Social Security Administration
Greyhound Bus Station
Jonesboro High School
Douglas MacArthur Junior High School
Fox Meadow Elementary School
Morningside of Jonesboro
Department of Human Services
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Table 2.11 Route 43 Highest Ridership Stops

Bus Stop

Annual Ridership

Belt St & Marshall St
Johnson Ave & Melrose St
North Church @ Parker Park Community
Center
Main St @ Bill’s Fresh Market

3,943
2,514
2,370
2,102

Transfer Activity
Route 43 currently experiences lower transfer
activity than other routes, with analysis showing Figure 2.22 Route 43 Transfer Activity
roughly 1,500 transfers in 2017. Transfers are
typically used to connect to Routes 27 and 37
(529 and 447 transfers, respectively). Figure
2.22 displays Route 43 transfer activity by route.
Average Daily Trip Ridership
Route 43’s average daily trip ridership displays
increases in ridership around roughly 9:00 am,
1:00 pm, and 3:30 pm, where trip ridership
then begins to steadily decrease. Figure 2.21
displays Route 43 average daily trip ridership.

Figure 2.21 Route 43 Average Daily Trip Ridership
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Route 53 Northeast Jonesboro
Route 53 provides service with 60-minute
headways from 5:39 am until 6:08 pm and
provides the fewest number of trips within
the fixed route weekday system. The routing
alignment consists of two loops, both connecting
at the Regional Transfer Center. The first loop
serves eastern Jonesboro just south of the
municipal airport, and the other serves northeast
Jonesboro, particularly along US 49. Route 53
provides service to Arkansas State University,
as well as the Pleasant Grove and Nettleton

neighborhoods. This route overlaps with Route
43 in central Jonesboro and with Route 17
south of Arkansas State University. Table 2.12
displays ridership characteristics for route 53.
Figure 2.23 displays current ridership trends for
the route.

Table 2.12 Route 53 Service Characteristics

Route 53
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Average Daily Ridership

88

Average Monthly Ridership

2,428

Total Annual Ridership

29,149

Estimated Net Cost per Boarding

$3.95

Percent of Total JET Ridership

15%

Route Productivity

7.59

Most Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

7:42 am/10.97/10.42

Least Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

11:42 am/5.30/5.03

Route Distance

19.61 mi

Frequency

60 min

Span

5:39 am to 6:42 pm

Service Days

Monday to Friday

Trips per Weekday

13

Figure 2.23 Route 53 Current Ridership Trends

Boarding Activity
Route 53 has a productivity rating of 7.59 and
average daily ridership value of 88. Table 2.13

displays Route 53’s most productive stops.

Figure 2.24 Key Destinations Along Route
NEA Baptist Memorial Hospital

Arkansas State University

Turtle Creek Mall

Hytrol

Nettleton Jr High School

Nettleton High School

Allen Park Community Center
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Table 2.13 Route 53 Highest Ridership Stops

Bus Stop

Annual Ridership

Belt St & Marshall St
Johnson Ave & Melrose St
North Church @ Parker Park Community
Center
Main St @ Bill’s Fresh Market

4,166
2,525
1,387
1,102

Transfer Activity
Route 53 also currently experiences lower
transfer activity than other routes, with analysis
showing roughly 1,600 transfers in 2017.
Transfers are typically used to connect to Route
27 (639), which is substantially higher than
the next route. Figure 2.26 displays Route 53
transfer activity by route.

Figure 2.26 Route 53 Transfer Activity

Average Daily Trip Ridership
Route 53’s average daily trip ridership displays
a spike in ridership (roughly 10 passengers)
around 7:40 am, followed by a large decrease.
The next highest ridership value (roughly 9)
occurs at 2:40 pm. Figure 2.25 displays Route
53 average daily trip ridership.

Figure 2.25 Route 53 Average Daily Trip Ridership
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Saturday Route Profiles
JET provides Saturday service from roughly Figure 2.27 displays the current Saturday
9:00 am to 4:00 pm through three separate service routes.
routes, labeled as Red, Green, and Blue. The
three routes combine portions of the five fixedroutes and utilize existing stop amenities to
create the weekend service. Like the weekday
service, the weekend service contains several
areas of overlap, central to the overall system.
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Figure 2.27 JET Weekend Service

Red Route
The Saturday Red Route provides service with
48-minute headways from 9:00 am until 3:58
pm. The route starts at the Belt Street/Patrick
Street intersection and follows an alignment like
Route 17. The Red Route stretches north-south
through central Jonesboro and includes two

clockwise loops: one serving Arkansas State
University and the other serving retail centers
and residential areas south of the city center.
Table 2.14 displays ridership characteristics for
the Red Route.

Table 2.14 Red Route Service Characteristics

Red Route
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Average Daily Ridership

30

Estimated Net Cost per Boarding

$7.19

Route Productivity

4.68

Most Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

9:42 am/6.82/5.00

Least Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

12:54 pm/4.00/3.00

Route Distance

14.88 mi

Frequency

48 min

Span

9:00 am to 3:48 pm

Service Days

Saturday

Trips per Weekday

9

Boarding Activity
The Red Route has a productivity rating of 4.68
and average daily ridership value of 30. Table

2.15 displays the route’s most productive stops.

Figure 2.28 Key Destinations Along Route
Arkansas State University (ASU)

Lowe’s Home Improvement

Sam’s Club

Walmart Neighborhood Market

Walmart
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Table 2.15 Red Route Highest Ridership Stops

Bus Stop

Annual Ridership

Bell St & Marshall St
Grant Ave @ Walmart
Johnson Ave & Melrose St
Aggie Rd & Azalea Ln

19
18
7
7

Average Daily Trip Ridership
The Red Route’s average daily trip ridership however the peak ridership is roughly five
displays highest ridership occurring in the passengers. Figure 2.29 displays the route’s
mornings and afternoons toward the end of average daily trip ridership.
service. Midday service decreases to three,
Figure 2.29 Red Route Average Daily Trip Ridership
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Green Route

The Saturday Green Route provides service
with 60-minute headways from 9:00 am until
3:58 pm, and is the least used/longest frequency
of the three. The route starts at Nettleton High
School and follows an alignment like Route 53.
This route also consists of two loops, connecting
at the Regional Transfer Center. The Green

Route serves Arkansas State University, NEA
Baptist Memorial Hospital, and the Nettleton
neighborhood. Table 2.16 displays ridership
characteristics for the Green Route.

Table 2.16 Green Route Service Characteristics

Green Route
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Average Daily Ridership

15

Estimated Net Cost per Boarding

$13.50

Route Productivity

2.69

Most Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

9:42 am/4.74/4.33

Least Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

3:44 pm/1.64/1.50

Route Distance

21.05 mi

Frequency

60 min

Span

9:00 am to 3:44 pm

Service Days

Saturday

Trips per Weekday

8

Boarding Activity
The Green Route has a productivity rating of
2.69 and average daily ridership value of 15,
both the lowest of the three weekend routes.
Table 2.17 displays the route’s most productive
stops.

Figure 2.30 Key Destinations Along Route
NEA Baptist Memorial Hospital
Arkansas State University (ASU)
Turtle Creek Mall
Hytrol
Nettleton Jr High School
Nettleton High School
Allen Park Community Center
Fox Meadow Elementary School
Morningside of Jonesboro
Department of Human Services
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Table 2.17 Green Route Highest Ridership Stops

Bus Stop

Annual Ridership

Bell St & Marshall St
Grant Ave @ Walmart
Johnson Ave & Melrose St
Aggie Rd & Azalea Ln

19
18
7
7

Average Daily Trip Ridership
The Green Route’s average daily trip ridership
displays highest ridership occurring around
1:40 pm, with average ridership around
4.5. Ridership fluctuates between 1.5 to 3
passengers on average for the remainder of the

day. Figure 2.31 displays the route’s average
daily trip ridership.

Figure 2.31 Green Route Average Daily Trip Ridership
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Blue Route
The Saturday Blue Route is the most productive
weekend route and provides service with
38-minute headways from 9:00 am until 3:57 pm.
The route starts at the Gee Street/Huntington
Avenue intersection and operates as two loops
connecting near the Regional Transfer Center.
One loop runs north-south mostly along North
Church Street and North Patrick Street, and the
other runs east-west serving the area located

south of the north-south loop. This route’s
coverage is like that of Routes 27 and 37. The
Blue Route serves the city center as wells as
the West Washington Avenue/South Gee Street
and Philadelphia neighborhoods. Table 2.18
displays ridership characteristics for the Blue
Route.

Table 2.18 Blue Route Service Characteristics

Blue Route
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Average Daily Ridership

38

Estimated Net Cost per Boarding

$5.92

Route Productivity

5.50

Most Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

2:04 pm/9.47/6.00

Least Productive Trip/Productivity/Avg. Ridership

3:44 pm/1.64/1.50

Route Distance

13.30 mi

Frequency

48 min

Span

9:00 am to 3:57 pm

Service Days

Saturday

Trips per Weekday

11

Boarding Activity
The Blue Route has a productivity rating of 5.50
and average daily ridership value of 38, both
the highest of the three weekend routes. Table
2.19 displays the route’s most productive stops.

Figure 2.32 Key Destinations Along Route
St. Bernard’s Medical Center

Craighead County Public Library

Craighead County Justice Complex

City Water & Light Jonesboro

Parker Park Community Center
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Table 2.19 Blue Route Highest Ridership Stops

Bus Stop

Annual Ridership

North Church St @ Parker Park Community
Center
Madison St @ the Public Library
E Washington Ave & Borgman St
Gee St & Jefferson Ave

22
9
8
7

Average Daily Trip Ridership
The Blue Route’s average daily trip ridership
displays highest ridership occurring around 2:04
pm, with average ridership of 6 passengers.
Ridership also spikes along the second trip of
the day, with roughly 5 passengers on average
at 9:38 am. Figure 2.33 displays the route’s
average daily trip ridership.
Figure 2.33 Blue Route Average Daily Trip Ridership
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Service Evaluation Conclusion
The current JET system is performing at a higher
level compared to previous years regarding
both ridership and revenue dollars. The system
provides a wide range of coverage, connecting
and reaching key destinations throughout the
city. Further, the system has seen two routes,
37 and 27 respectively, emerge as productive
routes. However, analysis also highlights system
aspects that will need further review moving
forward. The current system is highly complex in
both route design and scheduling. Designs such
as Route 17 and 53, with sub variations and
fluctuating frequencies, present difficult routes to
plan trips around, which is evident in the historic
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ridership data. In general, the range of route
distances and frequencies further add to the
overall system’s complexity. Data received from
JET also shows that current operations do not
meet the scheduled route times on a day to day
basis. As analysis continues, both the strengths
and weaknesses found in the service evaluation
will be used alongside market analysis and
public input to guide and inform the development
of scenarios and service solutions.

Chapter 3 Public Engagement
Public engagement is a critical part of the
planning process. There were three strategies
of public engagement for the JET Transit Study.
Online Engagement, a User Survey, and InPerson meetings were the core strategies used
to gain insight into the transportation needs
and desires within the community. Each of
these strategies required collaboration with the
Northeast Arkansas Regional Transportation
Planning Commission, City of Jonesboro, the
Jonesboro Downtown Association, and ASU
Student Associations. Partnering with the local
groups and agencies provided the ability to
reach a diverse array of current and potential
users. The demographic breakdown of survey
participants is represented by Figure 1.6. Table
1.9 displays the marketing strategies used to
reach a diverse group of people.

Figure 1.6 Survey Participant Demographics

The collaboration throughout the outreach
process helped generate a community
conversation around the JET Transit Study
and strengthened the community’s knowledge
of how public transit could be improved in
Jonesboro.

Table 1.9 Marketing Strategies
1

The development and promotion of a JET Transit Study survey and public outreach
events

2

The distribution of postcards and flyers inspired by local art

3

The development of a JET Transit Study webpage hosted on the City website

4

Social media posts designed for distribution on government and student organizations
sites
Sponsored advertisements in the local newspapers, local TV news, and radio

5
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Survey
The study team and key stakeholders
developed a survey (see Appendix A) for both
existing and potential transit users. This survey
was administered online and in-person and
was available for 60 days from Tuesday, July
03, 2018 until Friday, August 31, 2018. During
this time 243 participants completed the survey.
Hard copies of the survey were made available
for individuals without access to a computer or
Internet. Hard copies of the survey and a postcard with the survey weblink were distributed
and displayed at the following locations:
•The JET Transfer Center
•Allen Park Community Center
•Hispanic Community Services Inc.
•Craighead Public Library
•Earl Bell Community Center
•The Salvation Army
•The United Way of Northeast Arkansas
•City Council Meetings

ATG walked community members through the
survey at the Jonesboro Downtown Association
Alive After Five event and two community
sessions at the JET Transfer Center. The
survey helped the study team gather insight
from existing passengers about what works
well and what needs improvement. The survey
also provided the opportunity to capture data
from potential passengers that informed the
study team on how they usually travel and what
would make using JET service a more attractive
choice. The survey enabled the study team to
identify the existing strengths of the system
and isolate areas for improvement without
jeopardizing existing ridership.

Postcards and Flyers
The study team reached out to the Downtown
Jonesboro Association to request place-specific
images or art that could be included in public
engagement materials, shown in Figure 1.7.
The Downtown Jonesboro Association provided
two images taken of local murals from the heart
of downtown. These mural images were joined
with JET Transit Study messaging to illustrate a
unified effort with the City of Jonesboro.

Figure 1.7 Local Art Inspired Two-Sided Postcard
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Webpage
A webpage was developed and hosted on the
City website for the JET Transit Study. This
website provided a brief description of the transit
study, infographics providing education on the
tools used to improve transit (Figure 1.8), and

a link to the survey for users to submit input to
help inform recommendations for improving the
bus service. Additionally, the website displayed
graphics containing information on alternative
strategies for improving bus service.

Figure 1.8 JET Transit Study Webpage Infographic
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Social Media

Traditional Marketing

Social media specific marketing materials were
developed and disseminated to local groups in an
effort to share information about the Jonesboro
Transit Study, the survey, and upcoming transit
study events. ASU student organizations shared
this information with their student groups via
Facebook and direct email. The Northeast
Arkansas Regional Transportation Planning
Commission and City of Jonesboro shared
Facebook posts throughout the two months the
survey was in circulation. Examples of social
media marketing are shown in Figure 1.9 and
Figure 1.10.

Finally, traditional marketing was used as
another mass media approach. Traditional
print newspapers, digital news articles, radio
broadcasts, radio station web calendars,
and the local TV news media participated in
disseminating information to the public about
the JET Transit Study and the opportunity to
provide input via a public survey.

Figure 1.9 Existing Transit Map Social Post

Figure 1.10 Event Dates Social Post

Survey Results
The survey questions were developed for participants to give input on where and how they get
around Jonesboro. Participants provided input on the places they would like to go, the time of day
they would like to travel, and how they would like to see the bus service improved to meet their
needs. Survey responses were summarized to reflect the results in Figure 1.11.
Figure 1.11 JET Transit Study Survey Infographic
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Public Engagement Results/Analysis
The public feedback received through the
online user survey and conversations with the
community at local events provided insight on
common views of JET bus service; the existing
service is appreciated, planning around the bus
schedule is difficult, and indirect routes limit
the use of service for existing passengers. The
survey results reiterate that participants would
like to see the following changes in service:

recommendations specifically to operate
service later into the evening. To make it easier
for users to plan around the service schedules,
it is recommended to restructure alignments into
simple-to-use routes that cycle efficiently and
present the opportunity to maximize transfers.
Due to the large group of users traveling for
quick errands such as grocery, shopping, and
medical trips it is recommended to provide
two-way routes for more direct service and
Span of Service: Bus runs later into the evening time savings. These types of trips do not have
set times and work better with two-way or ‘biFrequency: Bus is more reliable and on-time
directional’ service with a higher frequency.
Route Design: runs a direct route, rather than
loop route

Span of Service

This is important because it implies that the
“I just wish the buses ran later since
riders are happy with the existing service and
that’s my only means of transportation
existing users are willing to make more trips
other than walking.”
using JET if it was available and adaptable to a
variety of schedules. It may be straightforward to
Frequency
implement improvements and recommendations
because there is a strong existing user group
“I like JET and would ride more if service
and key common destinations.
The survey reveals that, of the 243 respondents,
38% ride the bus as their normal means of
transportation, with 44% choosing to drive. This
result can likely be explained by the fact that,
though many of the respondents took the survey
at the JET Transfer Center, the traditional media
and digital media dissemination was effective in
reaching the potential user group. After review
of the survey questions, it was made clear that
participants were united around these three
service improvement types.
The quotes from the JET Transit Study survey
were used to make service improvement
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was faster from place to place. For
example, once at work, I have to stay at
work, It can’t take an hour to make an
errand trip. The loop is wasteful for me,
how about a two-way route? Two-way
would be a good start.”
Route Design

“Adding a bus in opposite direction to
any or all routes would be EXTREMELY
attractive.”

Chapter 4 Service Standards
JET was created by the City of Jonesboro
through ordinance ORD-05:211, (passed on
July 19, 2005), to provide quality transit service
to the city. JET’s initial fixed route service was
implemented on June 4, 2006 and began
offering complementary paratransit service
in early 2007. In addition to these services,
JET operates complementary paratransit to
the entire City of Jonesboro, going above and
beyond the .75-mile buffer of the fixed route
minimum requirement. JET provides service to
the City of Jonesboro with five (5) fixed routes
running in service from 5:15 a.m. until 6:15
p.m. Monday through Friday. On Saturday,
JET provides service with three (3) routes that
combine portions of the weekday routes from
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Figure 4.1 JET Regional Transfer Center
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Application of Service Standards
The evolution of transit stops, routes, and
networks are guided by transit demand (i.e. the
wants and needs of the community). Transit
demand is the driving force behind where, how
and when transit is provided. Transit demand is
not static and transit service must be continually
monitored and evaluated. These service
standards will serve as a tool to help frame and
guide transit service delivery for the Jonesboro
Economical Transportation (JET) System and
the Jonesboro Community.

Updating of Service Standards
Service standards should be continually
monitored and refined based on changes to the
operating environment in Jonesboro. As financial
constraints shift over time, implementation
and updating of service should be updated
accordingly. An annual review of these service
standards is highly recommended.

The Tools of Transit
JET implements the tools of transit to deliver
efficient and effective service to the Jonesboro
community. These tools include Frequency,
Span of Service, and Route and Network
Design. Graphic illustration shown in Figure 4.2

Frequency

JET currently operates its fixed route service
with three lines with 30-minute headways, one
line with a 40-minute headway, and one line
with a 60-minute headway.

Span of Service
Span of service refers to the number of hours
during the day when transit service is provided.
Span of service may apply to a route, segment
of a route, or between two locations. Span of
service may differ by day of the week and hour
of the day. Span of service plays an important
role for transit users in tandem with frequency
and route and network design. If transit service
is not provided when a passenger needs it,
where and how often service is provided the
rest of the day does not matter.

Frequency refers to how often service is
available at a stop or transit center. Frequency
determines how many times a potential transit
user has access to a service at a stop during
service hours (span of service) and is an
important measure of convenience for transit
users. Service frequency is measured by the
number of transit vehicles serving a stop per
hour. Vehicle headway is the amount of time
(in minutes) between two transit vehicles
traveling in the same direction on a given
route or combination of routes. A shorter JET’s current span of service is 5:00 a.m.to
headway corresponds to more frequent service. 6:40 p.m. on weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 4:00
Frequency of service is one component of the p.m. on Saturday.
amount of travel time expended by a passenger
to reach his/her destination.
Figure 4.2 Tools of Transit
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Route Design
Transit routes should be simple and easy
for users to understand and navigate. There
are various types or route designs that are
appropriate for various reasons, as shown in
Figure 4.3. JET designs routes to deliver the best
service and explains the benefits and reasons
associated with each design. Regardless of the
type of design used, JET strives to achieve the
following through route design:
• Create intuitive design that minimizes detours
Figure 4.3 Route Design Examples
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and confusing alignments.
• Operate along high-activity corridors to provide
access to key destinations
• Ensure optimal travel times for users that
maximize transfer opportunities

Circulator

Bi-Directional

Circulator routes primarily focus on providing
coverage and accessibility for more users by
traveling along more roadways to circulate
back to the Transfer Center. While circulators
provide good physical coverage and access
to opportunities, users are typically forced to
travel to the transit center and transfer or take
the same route again to reach their destination
(if their destination was prior to their boarding
stop on the initial circulating route). This can
be extremely time-consuming and inefficient
for users who depend on the transit system.
Circulator route design can foster out-ofdirection travel, meaning the passenger must
first travel away from their desired direction to
eventually reach their end destination. This can
have compounding negative effects; not only
does it take more travel time, but the perception
of the inconvenient travel pattern can serve as
an impedance to transit use.

A bi-directional route provides increased utility
for the passenger and avoids forcing out of
direction travel. The trade off is either with
a decrease in physical area coverage or an
increase in cost to provide the same amount as
a one direction route. Often times, the two types
of service can be used in conjunction with one
another to maximize the benefits associated
with each type. For example, a route can
provide bi-directional service through dense
areas with high transit demand and have one
directional loop service at the outer ends of the
route where coverage is the priority.

Figure 4.4 Bi-Directional vs. Single Direction Route Design
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Network Design
Where transit service picks up and drops off
passengers is critical component to the overall
transit service. JET service currently runs with
fixed route organization, (Figure 4.6), hub-andspoke network, where all rides are based out
of the JET Regional Transfer Center (i.e. the
hub). This network design is advantageous in
that it is the most efficient way of connecting
an activity center where the surrounding areas
have less transit demand. There are several
areas of Jonesboro that do not have the density
to support fixed-route transit, thus the routes
(spokes) serve areas of highest need and
density. The JET network serves destinations
that often serve transit dependent passengers
including hospitals, public schools, higher
education institutions, restaurants, hotels,
adult education centers, and the Department of
Human Services.

inconvenient, and lengthy travel times.
An alternative to the hub-and-spoke network
is the grid network design, Figure 4.5.
Destinations are dispersed across the city and
are interconnected by a grid of routes, similar to
a typical city street system. This better allows
passengers to reach destinations without having
to pass through the central hub, potentially
cutting down travel time. However, this type of
network design requires higher population and
activity density to support.

Designing simple routes that connect to key
destinations with convenient frequencies (< 30
min headways) are critical for an efficient design.
JET may seek opportunities to adapt their huband-spoke network in areas that may support a
grid-like network. For example, the downtown
and St. Bernards Medical Center area, a denser
The disadvantage to the hub-and-spoke destination area of the city, may support a gridnetwork is that passengers who want to travel like route network in addition to the hub-andbetween outer nodes must travel to the center spoke routes throughout the city. JET may also
and then transfer to a different route (I.e. spoke) find that overlapping routes in key areas may
to reach their destination. This often leads to allow more efficient passenger transfers rather
than having to transfer at the Transit Center.
Figure 4.5 Grid Network
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Figure 4.6 Hub and Spoke Network

Time Points

have to wait 20 minutes before it could start
its next trip at 7:00 (Trip C). These 20 minutes
Time points are designated locations on a route would be considered unproductive time where
used to control the spacing of vehicles and to the agency is paying the operator to wait with
inform passengers about the alignment and an empty bus that is not serving passengers.
timing of the route. Best practices recommend However, by interlining, Figure 4.7, with another
timepoints be placed at major intersections, route (Blue) and serving Trip B, unproductive
major trip generators, and key destinations time is reduced to only 5 minutes.
where the highest boarding activity generally is
experienced. Using ridership data, stop spacing Interlining helps JET:
standards, and strategic points, timepoints
along the routes will be designated to help inform • Provide more service to the community
passengers about the direction of travel. The
scheduled passing times for these timepoints • Be fiscally responsible
are the times at which a bus will never leave
• Help all the operators become familiar with the
early. Passengers should always arrive at least
entire JET network so that they are stewards
five (5) minutes ahead of the scheduled arrival
of JET service and can provide better customer
times to ensure they catch their bus.
service
• Provide variety for operators to keep them
safe and engaged
• Create seamless transfer opportunities for
passengers
Interlining
The schedules of each route, in combination
with the route maps detailing the alignment and
location of timepoints, provide the public with the
information needed to use the transit system to
connect with their community. What the public
doesn’t see is the background design of how
the trips will be hooked together and assigned
to a vehicle, also known as blocking. One
strategy JET can use to block their schedules
is to interline their routes to achieve an efficient
and effective transit system.
Interlining is the use of one vehicle to service
multiple routes. Figure 4.7 helps visually
explain what this looks like. Interlining routes
benefits both JET and its passengers. In this
example Trip A and Trip C are on the same route
(Green) and served by the same vehicle. After
completing Trip A, the operator would normally
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Figure 4.7 Interlining

Stop Amenities
As main access points to the JET transit
system, bus stops should provide a positive
experience for transit users. Minimum design
standards for JET bus stops ensure that a basic
set of passenger amenities are provided at
each stop. At minimum, each bus stop should
include a bus stop sign with information about
the route, schedules, and transfer information
for connecting routes. In addition to the
minimum design standards, JET currently
provides shelters at 24 bus stops. These
shelters are distributed equitably throughout
JET’s service area. Additional amenities should
be considered for stops with higher ridership.

At stops with higher boarding activity, benches,
route information signs, lighting, and trash cans
should be considered if financially feasible.
Figure 4.8 illustrates what amenities should
be present at bus stops according to ridership
levels. In addition to ridership levels, a bus
stop’s proximity to major landmarks, such as
commercial or employment centers or the needs
of special populations (I.e. senior communities,
near dorms at the university, etc.), should
be considered concerning the placement of
additional amenities, as shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 Stop Amenities Based on Ridership Levels
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Stop Spacing
The process of choosing where bus stops should
be placed must balance two considerations;
accessibility to bus stops and speed of service,
(Figure 4.9). While more frequent bus stop
spacing means more stops may be in closer
proximity to passengers, the additional bus
stops compromises faster travel times. To
balance both access and travel speed, the
following spacing is recommended depending
on land use:
• Urban Core (higher density): 1,000-1,400 ft

• Suburban (lower density): 1,600-2,200 ft
Bus stops should be accessible. JET ensures
that the city’s transit dependent population is
adequately served by transit. Bus stops are
generally between 685 feet and 1900 feet
apart in areas that have the greatest density of
transit dependent populations. Given that every
transit trip is also a walking trip, JET aspires to
connect all bus stops to the pedestrian network
(sidewalks) to improve safety and comfort for all
passengers.

Figure 4.9 Stop Spacing Access vs. Speed
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Vehicles Assignment
only performance measure we use to evaluate
service. Just because a stop has good to
average ridership does not mean that it works
well for the passenger. The inverse holds true
as well; just because a stop has poor ridership
does not mean that the potential is not there.
That is why JET analyzes ridership at the stop,
All JET fixed route buses in revenue service are segment, route and network level, knowing that
100% handicap accessible. The fleet consists of the whole (network/system) is greater than the
medium cutaway, conventionally fueled buses sum of all the individual parts (routes/stops).
used for fixed and special express routes. All
vehicles have air conditioning units, and are JET defines Ridership as boarding activity,
equipped with wheelchair lifts. All vehicles are which is the total number of boardings (people
cleaned and maintained as specified in JET getting on the bus) and alightings (people
maintenance and operation guidelines.
getting off the bus). Boarding activity can be
observed in multiple ways, including annual,
Vehicle Load
monthly, weekly, daily, and even hourly. For JET,
the most relevant and commonly used measure
Vehicle load measures the number of is daily and is known as Average Daily Boarding
passengers on a transit vehicle relative to (ADB). JET assigns scores based on boarding
the number of seats available. This measure activity at the stop level using the following:
helps to ensure that transit agencies provides
sufficient capacity for existing transit demand. • 0-4 daily boarding activity – Poor (1)
Vehicle load is expressed as a ratio of riders to
• 4-8 daily boarding activity – Moderate (2)
seats.
On a daily basis, JET’s Route Coordinators are
randomly assigned a bus to each of JET’s five
fixed routes. Every JET driver running the fixed
route service must be completely familiar with,
and able to drive the medium cutaway style of
bus.

JET currently operates its fixed route service
with medium cut-away buses that provide 16
passengers seats, two spaces for passengers
in wheel-chairs, and standing room for 8
passengers. JET operates at a vehicle load of
1.5.

Service Performance
Ridership
Ridership is the number of passengers using the
transit system. It is a critical measurement that
helps reveal what is working well and what could
use improvement for transit agencies. However,
ridership doesn’t always reveal a clear picture
of what is happening, and therefore can’t be the
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• 8-12 daily boarding activity – Good (3)
• 12+ daily boarding activity – Excellent (4)
Route productivity measures the efficiency
of services provided based on utilization of
those services. Productivity is measured by
adding the number of people who board the
bus and dividing by the number of hours the
bus is in service (boardings divided by revenue
hours). A more productive route will have more
passengers utilizing the service at any given
time, whereas a less productive route typically
has fewer passengers at any given time.
Recommended Route productivity should not
be less than 16.4, which is the substandard level
derived from taking 70% of the system average.
The recommended productivity standard would

Table 4.1 System Service Characteristics
Average Daily Ridership

873

Average Monthly Ridership

16,588

Total Annual Ridership

199,056

Frequency

30 to 60 min

Weekday Span

5:00 am - 6:40 pm

Saturday Span

9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Days of Week

Monday - Saturday

Cost

$0.60 to $2.50 (depending on age and type)

System Productivity

23.44

be above the system average of 23.44, as JET strives to have moderate and productive
shown in Table 4.1.
segments throughout its entire network. JET
uses this classification to identify areas and
To understand how a route is performing at the corridors in the service area that need further
segment level, JET uses a qualitative approach investigation to determine why a segment may
that is informed by the quantitative ridership have an unproductive classification. Having an
scores at the stop level. Segments are identified ‘unproductive’ classification does not mean that
based on groups of stops with similar ridership service is going to get cut. It only means that
scores so that staff can classify the segments JET will investigate what the causes of the low
using the following:
performance are and what measures can be
taken to improve service.
1. Productive
2. Moderate
3. Unproductive
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Performance Metrics
JET monitors and evaluates service using
ridership and the performance metrics identified
in this section to maintain and improve service.
The performance metrics are described
and explained below, and while each one is
important, they all must be considered both
individually and as a whole to ensure that the
diverse and varied needs of the Jonesboro
community are being met.
Listed for each performance metric is JET’s
current standing, desired goal, and an
aspirational goal to drive future improvements.
The desired goals are within close reach for
current JET service while the aspirational
goals are ones that JET looks to drive service
improvements into the future. Each one of
these performance metrics provides a specific
quantitative measure, but ultimately, they all
help JET determine if service is providing the
following key components of transit:
• Connectivity
• Travel Time Savings
• Access
JET is committed to connecting people with
their community, saving them time through
fast, reliable service, and providing them with
coverage so that they have access to transit.
When JET provides service that connects,
saves time and gives access, it then provides
the Jonesboro community freedom.

Bi-directional Service
Bi-directional routes use both directions of a
roadway rather than running in a loop, providing
stops on both sides of the road. This type of
service helps reduce the overall travel time of
each trip by reducing out-of-direction travel. It
also makes the route more intuitive and easier
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to use. Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 illustrate
the potential travel time difference between a
single directional loop and a bi-directional loop.
When traveling from point A to point B on a
one directional loop, it may take a passenger
45 minutes because the bus must travel in the
direction of the loop passing through stops
along the route. However, in a bi-directional
route, it may only take the passenger 10
minutes because point B is accessible in the
other direction from point A. Therefore, the
provision of bi-directional service helps JET
provide better service to the community.

JET currently provides 5.18 miles
of bi-directional service. To improve
bi-directional services, JET desires
to provide 12 miles of bi-directional
service and aspires to provide 15+
miles.

Figure 4.10 Loop/Single-Directional Travel Time

Figure 4.11 Bi-Directional Travel Time
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Coverage/Access–Households and Jobs inequities in mobility and other aspects of life.
According to the JET Transit Survey conducted
as part of this plan, almost 30 percent of JET
passengers use the service to get to work,
making work trips the most common trip type for
the JET system. It is crucial for JET service to
connect as much of the population to the most
employment centers as possible. Households,
jobs, and destinations within a quarter mile
(the ideal distance users are willing to walk for
transit) of transit stops should be used as a
measurement to show transit system coverage.
The quarter-mile buffer should be used around
transit stops and not the route alignment as
the latter can often distort what is actually
accessible and provides a more realistic picture
of transit access potential.

Coverage/Access–Transit-Dependent
and At-Risk Population
Transit-Dependent Population (TDP) represents
the people in a community who are the most
likely to depend heavily on transit as their
primary mode of transportation given lack of
access to a personal vehicle. At-Risk Population
(ARP) accounts for the various demographic
characteristics that represent some of the
largest barriers to personal mobility. These
characteristics include the following groups:
• People aged 65 years or older;
• People aged 17 years or younger;
• People with disabilities; and
• People in poverty.
In addition to the characteristics listed above,
minority populations and Limited English
Proficiency (LEP) populations were included
in the calculation for ARP because not only are
these populations more likely to be in poverty,
but they are also more vulnerable to facing
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JET currently serves 35 percent of all
Jonesboro households and 22 percent
of all jobs in the community. JET
desires to serve more households and
jobs in the community. To increase
transit access, JET must strike
a balance between providing the
right amount of coverage where the
community needs service while also
maintaining frequent levels of service.

JET strives to provide service to these
populations as transit may be their
only transportation option for meeting
daily travel needs. JET currently
provides service to 25 percent of
the Jonesboro Transit-Dependent
Population and 32 percent of the AtRisk Population. Increasing transit
access for Transit-Dependent and
At-Risk population in Jonesboro is
not simply a matter of increasing bus
stops. Rather, JET desires to strike a
balance between providing bus stops
where most needed while providing
more frequent service and expanded
times that are convenient and meet the
needs of users.

Figure 4.12 Route Coverage

Level of Service (Span & Frequency)

Route and Stop Level Frequency

Level of Service (LOS) measures overall transit
performance regarding traffic flow, including
span of service and frequency. Span of service
refers to the time frame service takes place (e.g.
6:00 am to 8:00 pm), while frequency refers to
how often service is available at a stop or transit
center (e.g. every 20, 30, 40, or 60 minutes).
Quantitative measures for both service and span
are broken down into a letter grading system,
with “A” (representing the most desirable and
expansive service) to “F” (representing limited
and unattractive services).

The transit schedule sets the frequency of the
trip for each route and informs the public of the
designated time that a bus will arrive at a given
point on the assigned route. The more frequent
the bus arrives at a given stop, the more
access a passenger has to use the service.
Stop Level Frequency is an additional measure
for understanding how often passengers can
access transit service. Stop Level Frequency
measures the number of times a bus services
each stop in the system. The more buses
servicing each stop per hour the more utility and
opportunity a passenger has to utilize the stop.

All existing routes currently run at
a frequency LOS between C-E and a
Span LOS between C-D. JET desires
to all routes to run at a frequency and
span LOS of C or greater. JET aspires
to reach a grade B or greater for
frequency and span LOS.
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JET routes currently run at a frequency
between 30-60 minutes and has a
system stop level average of 0.95 buses
per hour. JET desires for all routes
to run at a 30-minute frequency and
aspires to run routes with the highest
ridership at 15 minute frequencies.
Increasing route frequency often
depends on increasing stop level
frequency. Therefore, JET assumes in
order to increase route frequency, more
buses will be needed to serve stops
more often.

Connectivity

Service Evaluation

Timing transit service to maximize transfers
increases connectivity opportunities and user
accessibility to the transit network. A transfer
index shows the amount of potential transfers
between each route in all scenarios where
there is a zero-wait time, providing a glance at
which routes maximize connectivity and reduce
overall travel time.

As the transit system and Jonesboro change over
time, service needs will also change. To ensure
JET is meeting its goal of connecting people with
their community by providing accessible and
reliable transit, service should be evaluated on
an annual basis. An annual service assessment
should assess both transit service and garner
significant public input. Transit service should
be evaluated using the performance metrics
provided in the section above. Additionally,
public engagement is a critical component to
the annual assessment given JET passengers,
employees, and community members are
closest to transit operations. While an annual
service assessment is highly recommended,
service should be in place 12-16 months before
it is evaluated.

JET service currently provides 78
transfer opportunities system-wide.
JET desires to increase transfer
opportunities to 500 system-wide
and aspires to provide 1000+ transfer
opportunities system-wide.

On-Time Performance (OTP)

Title VI

OTP is a measurement that JET can use to
measure the reliability of their service and their
ability to maximize transfer potential. For JET,
a bus is considered to be ‘on-time’ when the
bus arrives at a timepoint or the transfer center
between zero and five minutes late of the
posted scheduled passing time. JET buses are
never allowed to leave a timepoint earlier than
the posted schedule time. OTP is presented
as a percentage of all timepoint passing times
between zero and five minutes late at both the
route and system level.

Jonesboro Economical Transit (JET) fully
complies with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, Americans With Disabilities Act,
and related statutes, executive orders, and
regulations in all programs and activities. JET
operates without regard to race, color, national
origin, income, gender, age, and disability.

JET service currently runs at a systemwide average of 71.6 percent. JET
desires a system-wide average of 85
percent and aspires to an average of
90+ percent.
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Paratransit
Under Department of Transportation (DOT)
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
regulations at 49 C.F.R. Section 37.131(a)(1)
(i), transit entities must “provide complementary
paratransit service to origins and destinations
within corridors with a width of three-fourths of
a mile on each side of each fixed route.” The
measurement to destinations within the threefourths of a mile corridor on each side of a fixed
route is measured “as the crow flies” and does
not vary based upon driving distance.

JET began paratransit service in 2007. The
three paratransit vans in service are outfitted
with a two-way radio, an AVL system, a GenFare
system, and have wheelchair access. JET goes
above and beyond to provide complementary
paratransit service to the community by using
the City boundaries as a measure as opposed
to the minimum requirement of three-fourths of
a mile.
For those with functional mobility limitations,
JET provides paratransit service that operates
differently than the fixed route service. While
fixed route buses follow regular routes,
Figure 4.13 Paratransit Service Coverage
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routinely stopping at places along those routes,
paratransit can come to your door, pick you up,
and take you where you need to go. There are
some restrictions, however. You must have a
functional mobility limitation that prevents you
from accessing JET’s normal fixed route bus
service for either all or some of your trips. A
functional mobility limitation is something that
keeps you from getting to a bus stop and using
one of our fixed routes.

Chapter 5 Scenario Evaluation
This chapter provides an overview of the
various service scenarios for the JET System
and performance metrics that will demonstrate
the benefits and tradeoffs between the existing
system and each scenario. The chapter details
the process and methodology used to inform
and develop the scenarios.
Each scenario has an associated map and
performance metrics detailed at both the route
and network level. Providing the metrics in this
way will enable staff and the public to identify
hybrid scenarios that use route level solutions
from various scenarios.
The project team developed these service
recommendations based on segment level
analysis of JET route performance, as well as
analysis of key destinations, concentrations
of transit-dependent populations, and public
feedback.

Methodology
To develop an understanding of existing travel
patterns and potential opportunities to improve
connectivity for the JET fixed-route bus system,
boarding and alighting data was analyzed at
the stop, segment, and network level. The
purpose of the analysis was to evaluate current
ridership, and make observations about route
performance. The ensuing performance
analysis classified segments of each of the five
JET routes by level of productivity. Boarding
and alighting data was provided from JET
staff, and are representative of 2016 (partial),
2017, and 2018 (partial) for all stops within the
fixed-route weekday and weekend systems.
All boarding and alighting data is a product of
JET’s RouteMatch programming.
For every stop along each route, the project
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team analyzed daily boarding and alighting
data provided by JET. The data was aggregated
to get average daily boarding activity (which
includes both boardings and alightings) for each
stop. Stops were then given a performance
classification, as follows, based on the amount
of boarding activity compared to other stops
along the system:
• 0-4 daily boarding activity – Poor (1)
• 4-8 daily boarding activity – Moderate (2)
• 8-12 daily boarding activity – Good (3)
• 12 or more daily boarding activity – Excellent
(4)
Note that the JET Regional Transfer Center was
not included in the analysis to avoid skewing the
stop classifications, since most boarding activity
occurs at this location and the importance of this
stop is already known. Once boarding activity
was classified for all stops, the project team
identified and classified segments along each
route based on performance (i.e. how much
activity occurs at a given location). Segments
were identified using a qualitative approach that
involved observing stop classifications along a
route and identifying where there were similar
levels of boarding activity between adjacent
stops. For instance, if four stops in a row were
classified as “Excellent” (i.e. relatively high
boarding activity), the route segment connecting
these stops was considered to be performing
well. For the entirety of each route, segments
were identified based on groups of stops with
similar performance classifications, and each
segment was assigned its own performance
classification:
productive,
average,
or
unproductive. This resulted in categorized route
segments that were used to evaluate real-world

solutions.

Productivity Results
Figure 5.1 presents the results of the segment
performance analysis for the entire JET System.
The “Average” and “Productive” segments display
locations where there is significant daily boarding
activity. Any changes to the bus route system
should make sure to prioritize these segments,
particularly those that are “Productive.” While
any new service adjustments will attempt to
preserve coverage, service may be removed
from “Unproductive” segments in order to achieve
other goals that improve the system as a whole
(e.g. quicker trips or less out-of-direction travel).
The route design process was guided by several
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parameters. First, the project team operated
under the assumption that people are willing to
walk about a quarter of a mile to reach transit
service. The project team attempted to ensure
that any removal of service was compensated by
providing service within a quarter mile, at most,
of the previous routing. The project team also
constrained recommended routing designs to a
hub-and-spoke system where all routes started
and ended at the JET Regional Transfer Center.
New routing configurations were also required to
function on clockface schedules. This constraint
ensured to maximize transfer potential.

Figure 5.1 Existing System Segment Performance
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Performance Metrics
Public engagement and quantitative analysis
informed the development and refinement of
the transit recommendations put forth in this
10-Year Transit Development Plan. The public
engagement chapter provides a summary of the
process and results of the public engagement
effort that helped inform these service
scenarios. The public engagement process will
need to continue through the adoption of this
plan and during the implementation of service
recommendations. This section frames the
quantitative metrics that guided this process
and provides tools to use in the evaluation of
each scenario. Below is a list of the various
performance metrics and a brief definition to
help put them into context.
• Bi-directional Service: Bi-directional routes
use both directions of a roadway rather than
running in a loop, providing stops on both sides
of the road. This type of service helps reduce
the overall travel time of each trip by reducing
out-of-direction travel. It also makes the route
more intuitive and easier to use (please see
the Service Standards Chapter for a more indepth description). Bi-directional service was
measured in miles using spatial analysis.
• Demographics (Jobs and Households): The
JET Survey reported that 28 percent of the
respondents selected ‘Work’ as their primary
trip purpose, making this the most common trip
type for the JET system. It is crucial for transit to
connect as much population and employment as
possible. Households and jobs within a quarter
mile (the ideal distance users are willing to walk
for transit) of transit stops were measured to
show transit system coverage. It is important to
note the quarter mile buffer used was around
transit stops and not the route alignment as
the latter can often distort what is actually
accessible and provides a more realistic picture
of transit access potential.
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• Revenue Service: Due to scheduling and
recovery time, a route’s total revenue hours do
not accurately depict a buses’ productive time
on the system. Revenue Service is a measure
of when a vehicle is in operation along a route
and is available to the public. This does not
include time waiting at the transfer center or
deadhead to and from the garage.
• Transfer Index: Timing transit service to
maximize transfers increases connectivity
opportunities and user accessibility to the
transit network. The index shows the amount
of potential transfers between each route in
all scenarios where there is a zero-wait time,
providing a glance at which scenario maximizes
connectivity and reduces overall travel time.
• Cost/Number of Vehicles: Network scenarios
must consider cost to be feasible. Increased
service (span and frequency) requires
increased operational and capital costs; one of
the major contributors includes increased fleet
and operator numbers.
• Number of Buses Per Hour: This measure
helps record the number of times a bus services
each stop in the system. It helps capture the
utility of each scenario at the stop level. The
more buses servicing each stop per hour, the
more utility and opportunity a passenger has.
There are also segments such as Marion Berry
Parkway, particularly along the west side of ASU
campus, where multiple routes serve the same
stops and thus have the potential to increase
frequency up to every 15 minutes if scheduled
efficiently. This measure helps represent the
potential associated with these opportunities.
• Annual Revenue Hours: This measure
represents the number of hours of service
available to passengers for transport on the
routes and the recovery and layover time at

the station or end of the line. This metric is the
biggest indicator of cost associated with service
provision because it translates into operator
pay, which is the most significant variable cost
of transit service.

scenarios that reimagine what transit can look
like and accomplish if more resources were
available to JET. The implementation chapter
will provide a comprehensive and detailed
phased implementation strategy. While each
scenario varies by route design, there are
several universal recommendations that hold
true for all scenarios, such as:

• Annual Vehicle Miles: This measure
represents the total amount of miles traveled
by a vehicle while running on the system. This
measure displays the cost associated with Universal Recommendations
providing transit service as the more miles
associated with a route, the more fuel and • Implementation of Timepoints: Timepoints
are designated locations on a route used to
maintenance will be needed.
both control the spacing of vehicles and to
inform passengers about the alignment and
Service Scenarios
timing of the route. Best practices recommend
The service scenarios are a set of different timepoints be placed at major intersections,
service recommendations intended to improve major trip generators, and key destinations
transit offered by JET. Service scenarios were where the highest boarding activity generally is
experienced. Using ridership data, stop spacing
developed based on several goals:
standards, and strategic points, timepoints along
• Preserve current levels of coverage to within
the routes will be designated to help inform
a quarter mile of existing service
passengers about the direction of travel. The
scheduled passing times for these timepoints
• Improve scheduled transfers at the JET
are the time at which a bus will never leave early.
Regional Transfer Center
Passengers should always arrive at least five (5)
minutes ahead of the scheduled arrival time to
• Preserve productive route segments and
ensure they catch their bus. Once a preferred
current bus stops
scenario is identified, the planning team will
identify potential timepoints along each route.
• Improve service in areas with large
concentrations of transit-dependent populations • Run the same service routes on Saturday:
• Provide service to key destinations
• Eliminate “loop riding” and out-of-direction
travel
• Simplify route configurations to make
navigating the transit system more intuitive
• Increase frequency
With these goals in mind, the project team
developed one (1) constrained scenario should
the operating budget remain the same or see
limited increases, and three (3) exploratory
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The JET Transit Survey revealed that passengers
use transit for multiple purposes such as going
to the grocery store, medical trips, leisure, etc.
Also, not everyone works a 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM,
Monday to Friday job. To make transit a viable
transportation alternative, service needs to run
on weekends and remain consistent to the levels
of service offered on weekdays.

• Run service later in the evening (6:00 AM
to 8:00 PM for all scenarios): The JET Transit
Survey revealed that one of the most important
issues for respondents was that service run
later in the evening.

Existing System
JET operates five fixed routes that run
on weekdays based out of the Jonesboro
Economical Transit Center located on the
corner of S Caraway Rd and E Matthews Ave,
just east of downtown, as shown in Figure 5.2.
The current JET fleet contains 7 active fixed
route buses with one contingency bus, as well
as 3 paratransit vehicles. Because of the singledirection nature and route design of the current
system, there are several segments which
overlap in the central part of the system, working
in conjunction to create bidirectional segments.
However, the existing scenario contains
substantially less bi-directional service than the
other scenarios (Table 5.1). The existing system
does not contain Revenue Service metric as
current JET On-Time Performance (OTP)
report reveals that the system experiences
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approximately 72 percent OTP with vary little
layover. Using the Revenue Service metric for
the existing system would reveal a strong value
of the system, however, because there are
OTP issues and many of the routes do not have
enough layover, the benefit associated with this
metric would be diminished.
Because of the network’s hub-and-spoke
system, route frequency measures between
30 and 60 minutes depending on the route
length. The network provides accessibility
to downtown, surrounding residential and
commercial destinations.

Table 5.1 Existing System Individual Performance Metrics
HouseJobs
hold With- Within ¼
in ¼ Mi
Mi

Bi-directional Service (Mi)

Frequen- Revcy LOS
enue
Service

# of Bus- Transfer
Annual
es Per
Opportunities Revenue
Hour
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Miles

Route 17

1,100

1,950

1.55

E

*

0.82

7

3,205

123,666

Route 27

2,762

3,479

0.25

C

*

1.16

26

3,302

54,041

Route 37

2,271

2,078

0.98

C

*

1.14

26

3,209

60,123

Route 43

1,749

3,219

0.69

D

*

0.74

19

3,297

64,515

Route 53

1,875

2,513

0.80

D

*

0.88

0

2,905

61,241

System

8,842

10,226

5.18

D

*

1.24

78

15,918

363,586

Figure 5.2 Existing System
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Constrained Scenario
The Constrained Scenario assumes the same
amount of buses as the existing service (5) and
uses the general structure of the existing service,
but eliminates confusing routes that alternate
trip patterns and takes away route segments
with unproductive performance measures. The
alignment reconfigurations will ensure that each
route can make the trip in the allotted time and
increase On-Time Performance (OTP). This
will result in more reliable service and increase
transfer opportunities. In addition, this solution
increases bi-directional service were possible
(i.e. Route 17). Frequencies also remain the
same, apart from Route 43 changing from
a 40-minute to a 60-minute headway, to help
ensure more reliable service. Accordingly,
Figure 5.3 illustrates the Constrained Scenario
and reveals coverage like the current system.
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The major improvements for this new routing
configuration are more streamlined routes and
the ability to better match route frequencies
in order to increase transfer opportunities.
The most noticeable difference is the new
Route 17, which incorporates the northern
portion of Route 53 along E Johnson Avenue
and increases bi-directional service by nearly
5.5-miles. The Constrained Scenario also
increases households captured within a quarter
mile from service for both Routes 27 and 37,
the system’s two most utilized routes. The
Constrained scenario produces 288 transfer
opportunities which is substantially lower than
the other three scenarios. Further, this scenario
results in 17,499 annual revenue hours and
254,493 annual vehicle miles; both measures
being substantially lower than the three
exploratory scenario totals to maintain a cost
neutral scenario.

Table 5.2 Constrained Scenario Individual Performance Metrics
HouseJobs
holds With- Within ¼
in ¼ Mi
Mi

Bi-directional Service
(Mi)

Frequency LOS

Revenue
Service

Number
of
Buses
Per Hour

Transfer
Annual
Opportuni- Revenue
ties
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Miles

Route 17

1,000

1,668

5.8

E

84%

0.58

52

3,500

46,684

Route 27

2,801

3,482

0.25

C

84%

1.13

66

3,521

57,310

Route 37

2,305

2,100

0.98

C

84%

1.09

66

3,521

70,344

Route 43

1,890

3,020

1.12

E

84%

0.74

52

3,500

43,319

Route 53

1,399

1,494

0.80

C

68%

1.30

52

3,458

36,837

System

8,438

9,606

8.95

D

81%

1.24

288

17,499

254,493

Figure 5.3 Constrained Scenario
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Exploratory Scenarios
Like the universal recommendations, the
exploratory scenarios differ in design, coverage,
frequency, but also contain elements that
hold true for each alternative. Each scenario
assumes 8 vehicles during peak period. These
scenarios could be phased in, but would require
a minimum of 6 vehicles during peak period for
initial implementation, and could also be scaled
to more than 8 vehicles should operational and
capital funds become available. All scenarios
contain the same design for Route 53. Route 17
for Scenarios A and C runs adjacent west of the
Arkansas State University (ASU) campus, loops
around residential areas east of downtown, and
runs back bi-directionally to extend to the Mall
at Turtle Creek southeast of the JET Transit
Center. Route 17 for Scenario B is similar,
however, uses State Street rather than Marion
Berry Parkway to connect to E Johnson Avenue.
Route 53 maintains the majority of its original
structure, although more efficient segments
such as Route 17 now covers the shopping
mall area. Route 37 is the same for Scenarios
A and B, maximizing bi-directional service and
creating a second transfer point downtown.
Scenarios A and C contain the same design
for Route 43, while Scenario B has the same
structure, but deviates from S Caraway Road to
serve the Social Services Office and the Malco
Hollywood Cinema.
Scenario A
Scenario A (Figure 5.4) incorporates two new
routes (10 and 40), allowing for more efficient
frequencies across the board, increasing
Frequency LOS to a C grade. Routes 40 and 53
would be interlined to maximize efficiency. These
new routes allow for 30-minute headways to
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cover E Johnson Avenue/NEA Baptist Memorial
Hospital (10) and shopping centers/Jonesboro
High along E Highland Drive (43). Increased
frequencies also translate to higher average
system buses per hour, with an average of 1.90
(highest out of all scenarios), as well as the
highest amount of transfer opportunities out of all
scenarios (1,134). Further, Route 37 coverage
expands south through downtown, allowing for
a second major transfer point between Routes
27 and 37 downtown (the two most used
routes). The Route 37 alignment also creates
bi-directional service along E Matthews Avenue
which increases service to several medical care
facilities along the corridor. Scenario A’s new
route design maximizes bi-directional service,
the most out of all scenarios (14.93 miles total),
adding roughly 10 miles from existing service.
Scenario A generates a system which allows the
fleet to be productive 82% of the time while in
service. Routes 10 and 17 share an alignment
traveling along the west side of campus, and if
scheduled effectively, could potentially double
the service from campus to the JET Transfer
Center and end up providing 15-minute service
(Figure 5.5). Overall, this scenario generates the
highest annual revenue hour total (33,804) and
second highest vehicle mile totals (519,574),
and thus would be slightly more expensive than
the rest of the scenarios.

Table 5.3 Scenario A Individual Performance Metrics
Households
Within ¼ Mi

Jobs
Bi-direcWithin ¼ tional SerMi
vice (Mi)

Frequen- Revenue
cy LOS
Service

Number
of
Buses
Per
Hour

Transfer
Opportunities

Annual Revenue
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Miles

Route 10A

434

964

3.94

C

84%

1.40

162

4,245

77,372

Route 17A

1,406

1,816

3.35

C

84%

1.24

162

4,245

77,885

Route 27A

2,444

2,938

1.71

C

84%

1.09

162

4,245

66,697

Route 37A

2,011

1,799

1.45

C

76%

1.23

162

8,464

87,877

Route 40A

507

887

2.26

C

67%

1.73

162

4,219

49,788

Route 43A

1,312

2,049

1.42

C

84%

0.94

162

4,245

71,138

Route 53A

1,399

1,494

0.80

C

100%

1.40

162

4,270

88,816

System

7,963

8,918

14.93

C

82%

1.90

1134

33,931

519,574

Figure 5.4 Scenario A
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Figure 5.5 Route 10A and 17A Combined Frequencies
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Scenario B
Scenario B, (Figure 5.6), contains the same
number of routes; however, it experiences 20
to 60-minute frequencies which is less than the
other two scenarios. This allows the system to
focus more on overall coverage, providing more
access but making the system less efficient
than other scenarios. 20-minute frequencies
for Routes 27 and 37 are made possible by
interlining the two routes. Increased frequency
decreases transfer opportunities for both
transfer metrics as seen in Table 5.4 below, as
Scenario B sees a drastic decrease and more
a variable transfer total per route compared to
other exploratory scenarios. Because of this,
Scenario B contains the lowest number of buses
per hour (1.43) and Frequency LOS (D). The
most notable difference regarding frequency is
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seen with Route 40B, which uses a loop design
to cover E Highland Drive shopping and extends
around the Walmart/Sam’s Club for a total trip
frequency of 20-minutes (the fastest amongst
all scenario routes). Route 10B increases
bi-directional service and cuts through the
ASU campus using Red Wolf Boulevard and
University Loop. Scenario B contains nearly 13
miles of bi-directional service, which is roughly
8 miles more than existing service. Route 27B
differs slightly by cutting south and extending
to the Earl Bell Community Center. Productive
time is similar to all three exploratory scenarios
(85%), while both annual revenue hours
(33,499) and annual vehicle miles (449,128)
both rank the lowest.

Table 5.4 Scenario B Individual Performance Metrics
Households
Within ¼ Mi

Jobs
Within ¼
Mi

Bi-directional
Service
(Mi)

Frequency
LOS

Revenue
Service

Number Transfer
Annual
of
Opportuni- Revenue
Buses
ties
Hours
Per Hour

Annual
Vehicle
Miles

Annual Vehicle Miles

Route 10B

382

939

4.50

E

97%

0.65

44

2,557

44,365

Route 17B

1,406

1,918

3.35

D

88%

0.56

86

4,245

60,079

Route 27B

2,644

3,491

0.25

B

63%

1.58

113

8,260

97,414

Route 37B

2,011

1,799

1.45

B

100%

1.84

113

8,337

97,414

Route 40B

772

1,114

0.93

E

84%

0.77

0

1,688

22,845

Route 43B

1,339

2,402

1.64

D

88%

0.47

86

4,245

60,399

Route 53B

1,399

1,494

0.80

D

86%

0.70

86

4,240

66,612

System

8,401

9,799

12.92

D

85%

1.43

528

33,570

449,128

Figure 5.6 Scenario B
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Scenario C
Scenario C, (Figure 5.7), contains one less
route than the previous two scenarios,
consolidating Route 40 into Route 27. All routes
experience 30-minute frequencies, achieving
a Frequency LOS of C, and nearly doubles
transfer opportunities compared to the Cost
Neutral Scenario as seen in Table 5.5. In order
to maximize efficiency, Route 10 has been
interlined with Route 37, and Route 53 has
been interlined with Route 27. This is due to
Routes 27 and 37 requiring two vehicles and
experiencing extended layover periods. The
interline decisions were strategically based on
historic transfer data between the routes. Route
27C covers the shopping center/Walmart on
E Highland Drive, extending north on S Main
Street to cover the western portion seen in all
other scenarios bounded by W Washington
Avenue, S Gee Street/Hester Street, and W
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Nettleton Avenue. This route 27 alignment could
eliminate a required transfer for a percentage of
the population, and thus results in a significant
travel time reduction. Route 10C assumes the
similar bi-directional route seen in Scenario B,
extending north from the JET Transit Center,
west of the ASU campus, and then running
along E Johnson Avenue to the NEA Baptist
Memorial Hospital. Slight design changes
give Scenario C bi-directional service totaling
roughly 13.7 miles, which is once again nearly
9 miles more than existing service provides
now. The scenario’s improved frequencies
make it slightly lower than Scenario A regarding
number of buses per hour (1.71). Scenario C’s
productive time equals 81%, and has annual
revenue hour (33,753) and annual vehicle hour
(521,538) totals that measure slightly lower
than totals generated by Scenario A.

Table 5.5 Scenario C Individual Performance Metrics
Households
Within ¼
Mi

Jobs
Within ¼
Mi

Bi-directional
Service (Mi)

Frequency
LOS

Revenue
Service

Number of Transfer
Buses Per OpportuniHour
ties

Annual
Revenue
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Miles

Route
10C

382

939

4.50

C

100%

1.30

135

4,270

97,271

Route
17C

1,406

1,816

3.35

C

100%

1.20

135

4,245

77,885

Route
27C

2,862

3,918

3.18

C

76%

1.24

135

8,388

99,662

Route
37C

2,168

2,115

0.40

C

68%

1.27

135

8,337

86,766

Route
43C

1,339

2,049

1.42

C

84%

0.94

135

4,245

71,138

Route
53C

1,399

1,494

0.80

C

100%

1.40

135

4,270

88,816

System

7,467

9,799

13.65

C

84%

1.71

810

33,753

521,538

Figure 5.7 Scenario C
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Scenario Performance Metrics Comparison
These scenarios help visualize and frame the
varying and competing values and priorities
for the Jonesboro community. They provide a
roadmap for staff to evaluate and weigh the
benefits and tradeoffs of each scenario and
route. The goal is for staff to evaluate both the
quantitative performance measures of each
scenario in the Table 5.6 and the qualitative
factors explained in the scenario and route
descriptions. It is important to note that staff only
needs to select a preferred alternative as each
of these scenarios will also need to be vetted
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by the public once the plan is adopted and the
implementation strategy is engaged. The staff
review of these scenarios may also result in a
hybrid scenario that is made up from various
routes of each scenario. Please note that some
routes from various scenarios may not be
compatible because of coverage or scheduling
conflicts. Regardless of the scenario that is
implemented, the ultimate solution will result
in a more connected and streamlined transit
system that addresses the needs and wants of
the Jonesboro community.

Table 5.6 Scenario Performance Metrics Comparison
Households Jobs
Bi-directional
Within ¼ Mi Within ¼ Service (Mi)
Mi

Frequency
LOS

Revenue
Service

Number
Transfer
of
OpportuBuses Per nities
Hour

Annual
Revenue
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Miles

Existing

8,842

10,226

5.18

D

N/A

1.24

78

15,918

363,586

Cost
Neutral

8,438

9,606

8.95

D

81%

1.24

288

17,499

254,493

Scenario A

7,963

8,918

14.93

C

82%

1.90

1134

33,931

519,574

Scenario B

8,401

9,919

12.92

D

85%

1.43

528

33,570

449,128

Scenario C

7,467

9,799

13.65

C

81%

1.71

810

33,753

521,538

Chapter 6 Implementation
The project team developed the following service
recommendations and implementation plan
based on a balance of technical analysis, public
and staff input, and experience with successful
transit initiatives. This implementation plan
will serve as a guiding document that can be
adapted as needed to help JET staff and the
Jonesboro community, as well as surrounding
communities, implement a vision for transit to
improve connectivity and move people through
their community.

Phased Implementation
As the name implies, this plan is structured in
a way to allow JET to phase implementation of
the transit service recommendations in a way
that will be fiscally responsible, allow time for
more public input, and ultimately ensure that it
will be sustainable. The project team divided the
implementation plan into three phases:
Phase I: Years 1-2

• Continue and complete the ongoing initiative to
ensure all bus stops are ADA accessible.
• Implementation of Timepoints: Timepoints are
designated locations on a route used to control
the spacing of vehicles and to inform passengers
about the alignment and timing of the route. Best
practices recommend timepoints be placed at
major intersections, major trip generators, and
key destinations where the highest boarding
activity generally is experienced. Using ridership
data, stop spacing standards, and strategic
points, timepoints along the routes will be
designated to help inform passengers about the
direction of travel. The scheduled passing times
for these timepoints are the time at which a bus
will never leave early. Passengers should always
arrive at least five (5) minutes ahead of the
scheduled arrival time to ensure they catch their
bus. Once a preferred scenario is identified, the
planning team will identify potential timepoints
along each route.

• Run the same service routes on Saturday: The
JET Transit Survey revealed that passengers
use transit for multiple purposes such as going
Phase III: Years 5-10
to the grocery store, medical trips, leisure,
etc. Also, not everyone works a 9:00 to 5:00,
The team broke down the cost of each service Monday to Friday job, and to make transit a
addition so that JET has the ability to advance viable transportation alternative, service needs
as much or as little as they are fiscally capable to run on weekends and remain consistent to the
to do.
levels of service offered on weekdays. Weekend
service is estimated to cost $155,258 annually.
Phase II: Years 2-5

Phase I: Year 1-2

There are several near-term solutions and
strategies that JET can execute to improve transit
service for the Jonesboro community. Some of
these strategies were discussed in the previous
chapter under the Universal Recommendations
section.
Near-Term Universal Recommendations:
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• Run service later in the evening: The JET Transit
Survey revealed that one of the most important
issues for respondents was that service run later
in the evening. Expanding service to 8:00 p.m.
will cost an estimated $141,680 annually.
• Pursue the purchase of an additional bus to
enable the implementation of the new route 40
recommended in Scenario A. This route could be

implemented with only minor system changes
to Route 43, which currently is experiencing
on-time performance (OTP) issues. This step
should be done last, and should be coordinated
with the early stages of Phase II detailed below.
Annual service cost is estimated to be $236,273.

down in Table 6.10, which shows the addition
of Route 40A to be the most expensive, making
up nearly half of the enhancement expenditure
cost total.

Overall, Phase I provides several short-term
enhancement options that would improve
existing JET service, including weekend service,
increased span (service later in the evening),
and implementing a new route to increase
existing Route 43’s OTP. Implementation
of all short-term recommendations listed
above generates an annual estimated cost of
$533,211. Estimated costs are further broken

Table 6.10 Cost Estimates
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Expenditure

Estimate Cost (Annual)

% Cost Increase (Annual)

Weekend Service

$155,258

17%

Increased Span

$141,680

16%

New Route (40A)

$236,273

27%

Total

$533,211

60%

Figure 6.12 Fixed Route Frequencies
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Phase II: Years 2-5
The process used to develop the core service
scenarios of Phase II is documented in detail in
Chapter 5. The methodology included a robust
public engagement effort and spatial analysis
of current routing segment performance, key
destinations, and transit-dependent population
data. Table 6.11 shows the first iteration of
the map with the inclusion of these three
components. The project team also considered
the various other goals for developing service
recommendations, and as a result, drafted
several different routing options. The project
team then evaluated the different options,
by weighing the pros and cons of each and

determining which options best satisfied the
goals set for developing recommendations.
The Scenario below (Figure 6.2) has been
identified as the one that best responds to input
gathered from the public engagement process,
staff input, and overall performance metric
scoring.

Table 6.11 Scenario A Performance Metrics
Households
Within
a Quarter Mile
Route
10A
Route
17A
Route
27A
Route
37A
Route
40A
Route
43A
Route
53A
System

113

Bi-directional
Service
(Mile)

FreProduc- Bus
quency tive Time Per
LOS
Hour

Transfer Annual
Opportu- Revnities
enue
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Miles

434

Jobs
Within a
Quarter
Mile
964

3.94

C

84%

1.40

162

4,245

77,372

1,406

1,816

3.35

C

84%

1.24

162

4,245

77,885

2,444

2,938

1.71

C

84%

1.09

162

4,245

66,697

2,011

1,799

1.45

C

76%

1.22

162

8,464

87,877

507

887

2.26

C

67%

1.72

162

4,219

49,788

1,312

2,049

1.42

C

84%

0.94

162

4,245

71,138

1,399

1,494

0.80

C

100%

1.40

162

4,270

88,816

7,963

8,918

14.93

C

82%

1.28

1134

33,931

519,574

Figure 6.13 Scenario A
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It is critical to note that prior to implementation
of Phase II, JET will present all the DRAFT
scenarios to the public for further consideration
so that JET staff can incorporate and modify
public input into the final version of the Phase II
service recommendations.

Phase II will generate costs due to the
increase in fleet size (3 vehicles) and increased
frequencies, coverage, and weekend service
(Table 6.12). Scenarios A and C are estimated
to generate similar annual cost increases (101%
and 100% respectively), while Scenario B’s cost
increase is slightly lower (99%).

Table 6.12 Phase II Associated Costs
Scenario

Annual Service Cost

Vehicle Requirement

% Cost Increase (Annual)

Existing

$943,334*

5

--

A

$1,900,150

8

101%

B

$1,879,939

8

99%

C

$1,890,187

8

100%

*This cost is based on the fully allocated rate of $56 per service hour.
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Phase III: Years 5-10
Phase III envisions a more connected and
regional transit system not just for the City of
Jonesboro, but for the surrounding communities
in the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA).
Regarding regional needs, connectivity and
mobility are important as Jonesboro is near five
cities, three of which are within the Jonesboro
MPO boundary (Bono, Brookland, and Bay),
containing a combined population of 16,000
and employment total of 7,500 (according to the
2016 American Community Survey). Currently, a
portion of the MPO area is served by Northeast
Arkansas Transit (NEAT) and Focus, Inc through
demand response services; however, there is
no consistent fixed-route service in the region.
Phase III proposes exploring four potential
route extensions that would interline buses to
seamlessly fit in fixed route services to the cities
of Bono, Brookland, Bay, Trumann, and Lake City
in the mornings and evenings. These extensions
would help connect Jonesboro with population
and employment centers outside of the city
limits/MPO boundary, and increase coverage to

transit dependent populations.

Core service expansion
Building on the process used to develop the core
service scenarios of Phase II, the project team
expanded upon the Phase II scenarios to extend
to the outlying communities for the development
of a regional transit network. The project team
also identified areas within Jonesboro with high
concentrations of transit-dependent and at-risk
populations that were not being served.
For example, Figure 6.15 shows an area in
southwest Jonesboro that currently does not
have service. For Phase III, the project team
recommends to extend service from the core
network along Southwest Dr. The impact of this
extension is shown in Table 6.14, and could be
accommodated with an alteration to Scenarios A
and C of the exploratory scenarios from Phase
II.

Table 6.13 Route 40A Extension Performance Metrics
Households
Within a
Quarter
Mile

Jobs
Within a
Quarter
Mile

Bi-directional Service
(Mile)

Frequency Productive Bus Per Transfer
LOS
Time
Hour
Opportunities

Annual
Revenue
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Miles

40A

507

887

2.26

C

67%

1.72

162

4,219

49,788

40A Extension

896

1,555

3.31

C

90%

1.72

162

4,255

66,612

Change

389

668

1.05

N/A

23%

N/A

N/A

36

16,824

Table 6.14 Route 40A Extension Cost and Vehicle Requirements
Scenario

Annual Service Cost

Vehicle Requirement

40

$236,273

8

40 Extension

$238,266

8

Difference

$1,993

0
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Figure 6.14 Route 40 Southwest Dr Extension

Regional Expansion
As Jonesboro and the surrounding communities
grow, so does the demand for regional transit
and connectivity. The following section details
service assumptions and costs associated with
extending JET service both within and outside
of the Jonesboro City limits (Figure 6.4). These
scenarios would rely heavily on coordination
with regional communities and employers to
ensure that the service provision would match
the demand of the areas.
Figure 6.15 Regional Expansion
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Another key component of this regional
expansion would be the need to coordinate with
NEAT on regional service provision to ensure a
balanced and efficient approach is considered.
It is important to note that as JET provides
fixed-route options to these surrounding
communities, there could be a reduction in both
demand and cost for NEAT.

Figure 6.16 Sample Extension Timetable
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With regard to public input concerning regional
expansion, the NARTPC 2040 Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (MTP) resulted in several
major findings, which are listed below:
• 66% of respondents viewed “being within an
easy commute to work” as the most important
factor for household location choice;
•58% of respondents prefer to live in
neighborhoods that are not within walking
distance from recreational areas, 71% prefer
neighborhoods not within walking distance
from community and public facilities, 76% of
residents prefer to live in neighborhoods where
shopping and restaurants are not within walking
distance;

route expansion regarding demographics,
performance metrics, and cost estimates.
Growth rates were acquired from the Jonesboro
2040 MTP. All other demographic data was
obtained from the most recent American
Community Survey (ACS). Operation cost
estimates have been divided by local and FTA
match percentages to provide localities an idea
of the funding necessary for implementation.

East Jonesboro Extension

The project team developed a Route 53
Extension to East Jonesboro (compatible with
all scenarios), allowing for transit service to
reach several large employers (Figure 6.17).
The service would run twice daily on weekdays
(once in the morning and once in the evening),
•39% of respondents prefer to live in a with an estimated annual service cost of
neighborhood that is accessible by pedestrians, $18,891. This total operational cost would
bicycles, transit, as well as automobiles;
require 50% in local funds, approximately
$9,445.50. Destinations include industrial/light
•While only 5% of respondents have used public
industrial employment centers such as Nestle,
transit in the Jonesboro/Craighead County area, Millard Refrigerated Services, Great Dane
41% responded as having used public transit Trailers, Unilever, Frito-Lay, and Butterball. In
outside of the area before;
order to maximize efficiency, coordination with
•Respondents noted that they would be likely employers is recommended due to walking
to use public transit more if there were more distances from possible station locations. The
shelters (19%) and more frequent service surrounding area is largely rural/agricultural,
and based on current highway infrastructure,
(16%).
pedestrian infrastructure is not available.
Results show that a vast majority of residents
prefer to live in areas lacking connectivity
(where transit service could increase mobility),
and are willing to use public transit if certain
specific improvements are implemented to the
service.
The
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following

subsections

detail

each

Figure 6.17 53 East Jonesboro Extension
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Lake City
Service would run from the Jet Transfer
Center via the Turtle Creek Mall as a natural
extension from route 17 (Figure 6.18). Service
would travel east along Hwy 18 to Lake City.
Residents of Lake City, particularly those of
Lakeside Nursing Center, would have regional
access to Jonesboro through the proposed
service expansion. The extension would also

connect to key destinations within Lake City
such as Lakeside Nursing Center, Mac Adams
Library, Farmers Market, Riverside Pharmacy,
and the Lake City District Court.

Table 6.15 Lake City Socio-Economics
Avg Annual Growth
Population
(20102014)

Employment

Housing
Units

Annual
Annual Local
Revenue Vehicle Match
Hours
Miles
(50%)

N/A

1,125

966

380

122

2,570

13,869

$9,446

FTA
Match
(50%)
$9,446

Annual
Service
Cost
$18,891

Figure 6.18 Lake City Extension
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Brookland
Service will extend North towards Brookland
from NEA Baptist Memorial Hospital along Hwy
49 as a natural extension of the proposed route
10 (Figure 6.19) This service expansion will help
connect the growing community of Brookland
to Jonesboro, and provide key access for the
Brookland schools and the Brookland City Hall.
Table 6.16 Brookland Socio-Economics
Avg
Annual
Growth
(20102014)
22.37%
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Population

Employment

Housing
Units

Annual
Annual Local
Revenue Vehicle Match
Hours
Miles
(50%)

2,017

1,344

1,056

211

9,806

$4,723

FTA
Match
(50%)

Annual
Service
Cost

$4,723

$9,445

Figure 6.19 Brookland Extension
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Bay/Trumann
Service to the cities of Bay and Trumann will
extend South from the Jet Transfer Center via
the Turtle Creek Mall as a natural extension
from route 17, similar to the Lake City extension
(Figure 6.21). Expanding service south along
I-555 and Hwy 463 to the regional cities of Bay
and Truman will provide an essential regional
connection from Jonesboro to major employers

such as Roach Manufacturing Corporation,
Columbia Forest Products Inc., and Winfield
Solutions. This extension of service will also
provide regional access to the East Arkansas
Family Health Center, Inc.

Figure 6.20 Bay/Trumann Socio-Economics
Avg
Annual
Growth
(20102014)

Population

Employment

Housing
Units

Annual
Annual Local
Revenue Vehicle Match
Hours
Miles
(50%)

-0.07%

9,044

3,732

4,118

464

126

23,564

$11,807

FTA
Match
(50%)

Annual
Service
Cost

$11,807

$23,613

Figure 6.21 Bay/Trumann Extension
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Bono
Building upon the expansion of the core service access to the residents and key destinations of
along Southwest Dr, select trips will extend Bono.
even further to provide a direct connection from
the JET Transfer center via the Walmart on
Highland Dr to the City of Bono (Figure 6.22).
Service will run north along I-555, providing

Table 6.17 Bono Socio-Economics
Avg
Annual
Growth
(20102014)

Population

Employment

Housing
Units

Annual
Annual Local
Revenue Vehicle Match
Hours
Miles
(50%)

0.33%

2,494

1,047

987

464

128

8,840

$4,723

FTA
Match
(50%)

Annual
Service
Cost

$4,723

$9,445

Figure 6.22 Bono Extension
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Phased Implementation Comparison
Route 43, extending southwest to the I-555 and
Southwest Drive junction, ultimately reaching
an area of the region with high transit demand.
This extension, which adds one stop and has a
30-minute frequency, increases annual service
costs to an estimated $2,185,193. Phase III also
provides the option to extend existing routes to
Based on community engagement, staff input, reach rural city centers both within and outside
and system performance metrics, the project of the MPO region (Brookland, Lake City, Bay,
team has selected Scenario A as the most Trumann, and Bono), with the added benefit
complete system regarding efficiency and to reach large employment centers outside
coverage. Scenario A provides several cost of the Jonesboro city limits (East Jonesboro
options due to phased implementation (Table Extension). These routes provide trips to all
6.11). All cost estimates have been broken destinations (once in the morning and once
into operational and capital costs, with each in the evening), increasing accessibility and
local and FTA match percentage to show connectivity to Jonesboro and its surrounding
how much funding would be necessary from population and employment centers. With all
each entity to make implmentation feasible. extensions active, the annual service cost
Phase I provides near-term solutions such increases to an estimated $2,401,568 annually.
as extended PM service, enhanced weekend
service, and adding an extra route (40A), and
is estimated to cost $1,482,754. Phase II (2-5
years) implements only the core system routes,
and adds buses/transit stops, and is estimated
to cost $2,183,620 annually. Phase III (5 – 10
years) gives the agency several options, the first
scheduled to be a minor increase in coverage to
Table 6.18 shows service improvements for each
phase which will ultimately generate a 105%
increase in service from the existing service
once the final phase has been implemented.
All ridership metrics are anticipated to increase
substantially upon completion of Phase II.
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Table 6.18 Phased Service Improvements
Daily Trips

Annual Daily In-Service
Trips
Hours

Weekday Saturday

Weekday Saturday

Current

112

21

24,874

57

18

14,535

363,586

Phase 1.1
(Extended Weekend
Service)
Phase 1.2
(PM Service)
Phase 1.3
(Add Route 40A)
Phase 1 Total

-

91

3,796

-

39

1,635

44,155

13

-

3,289

7

-

1,712

58,033

28

28

8,540

7

7

2,847

49,788

153

140

40,499

71

64

20,729

515,562

196

196

59,780

91

91

27,755

519,574

196
-

196
-

59,780
-

91
4

91
4

27,755
996

519,574
16,824

10

-

2,024

6

-

1,096

56,080

206

196

61,804

101

95

29,847

592,478

Phase 2.1
(Implement Scenario
A)
Phase 2 Total
Phase 3.1
(40 Extension)
Phase 3.2 (Regional
Extensions)
Phase 3 Total
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Annual
Annual
In-Service Vehicle
Hours
Miles

Table 6.19 Phased Implementation- Associated Service Costs
Total Vehicle
Requirements

Current
Phase 1.1
(Extended Weekend
Service)
Phase 1.2
(PM Service)
Phase 1.3
(Add Route 40A)
Phase 1.4
(Add 1 Bus for 40A)
Phase 1 Total
Phase 2.1
(Implement Scenario A)
Phase 2.2
(Additional Buses)
Phase 2.3
(Additional Stops; 34)
Phase 2 Total
Phase 3.1 (40 Extension)
Phase 3.2
(Regional Extensions)
Phase 3.3
(Added Buses)
Phase 3 Total

Operational Cost

Capital Cost

Total Incremental Total Annual
Costs
Costs
(Op + Cap)

5
--

Local
Match
(50%)
-$77,629

FTA
Match
(50%)
-$77,629

Local
Match
(20%)
---

FTA
Match
(80%)
---

$155,258

$891,403
$1,046,661

--

$70,840

$70,840

--

--

$141,680

$1,188,341

--

$118,137

$118,137

--

--

$236,273

$1,424,614

1

--

--

$11,600

$46,400

$58,000

$1,482,614

6
--

$266,606
$831,939

$266,606
$831,939

$11,600
--

$46,400
--

$591,211
$1,663,877

$1,482,614
$1,900,150

3

--

--

$46,410

$185,640 $232,050

$2,132,200

--

--

--

$10,200

$40,800

$2,183,200

8

$831,939

$831,939

$56,610

$226,440 $1,946,927

$2,183,200

---

$997
$30,698

$997
$30,698

---

---

$2,185,193
$2,246,588

2

--

--

$30,940

$123,760 $154,700

$2,401,288

10

$31,694

$31,694

$30,940

$123,760 $218,088

$2,401,288

$51,000

$1,993
$61,395

Appendix
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Appendix A: JET Transit Survey
JET Transit Survey
JET is committed to providing the community with the best transit experience possible. To help us do that we want to
hear from everyone, no matter how you travel. This survey is part of the JET Transit Study and your feedback and comments will help us understand the needs and wants of the community. Your input will help inform recommendations
for improving future transit service in Jonesboro. Thank you!
TRANSIT SYSTEM SURVEY

1. What is the intersection closest to where you live?
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
2. What is the place you go the most?
(Work, School, Grocery, Other)
_____________________________________________

I have trouble planning around the bus schedule
Transit does not get me where I need to go
The path the bus takes is not direct
Buses are not on time or reliable

What is the intersection of that place?

Transit is not available on the days I travel

_____________________________________________

Transit is not available at the times I travel

_____________________________________________

Routes are not close enough to my home or destination

3. How do you normally travel on a daily basis?
Please select 1.
JET Bus
Drive myself

I have to transfer too many times
7. If your concerns are met how likely are you to ride JET?

Walk

Carpool

Very likely

Bike

Ride Sharing Service (Uber / Lyft)

Likely

Taxi

Shuttle Bus (from ASU, senior center, church, etc. )

Not likely

4. Have you used JET in the past year?
YES
NO
No JET service in my area.
Please select the route you take the most.

8. What is most important to you?
Please select 1:
More buses, more often

-- Route 17: Central

-- Route 43: Southeast

Service starting earlier or ending later

-- Route 27: West

-- Route 53: Industrial-Northeast

Where my bus goes and how it gets me there

-- Route 37: North

I don’t ride the bus.

5. What other trip(s) do you take using JET?
Please select all that apply:
Work

Leisure

A-State

Medical

College (other than A-State)

Grocery

School (elementary,

Shopping

middle, high school)

I don’t ride the bus.

Are there any places you want to go but are difficult or
can’t reach with JET? Please list any of these places.
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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6. What are some concerns you have about JET service?
Please select all that apply:

9. I would rather service ran:
Earlier in the morning
or
Later in the evening
10. I would rather get to my destination:
Faster and walk more
or
Slower and walk less

Flip to back

TRANSIT SYSTEM SURVEY

Please provide answers to the following optional
personal information questions. Note that this
information is voluntary and will be kept anonymous.
Please select below. (All Optional)

13. What is your age? (optional)

11. Do you have a valid driver’s license? (optional)

14. Do you have a disability? (optional)

YES

NO

-- YES

12. How many automobiles do you have available
to use? (optional)
1

2

3

4+

14. I identify my gender as? (optional)
-- Female

Male

Younger than 15 -- 15-24 -- 25-44 -- 45-64 -- 65+

Other _______________

13. What is your race/ethnicity? (optional)
Please select all that apply.
Black, African American

Hispanic or Latino

American Indian or
Alaska Native

Native Hawaiian and Other
Pacific Islander

Asian

White

-- NO

15. What is your employment status? (optional)
Please select all that apply.
-- K-12 Student

Homemaker,

-- College Student (Part-Time)

Employed (Full Time)

College Student (Full-Time)

Employed (Part-time)

Unemployed

Retired

16. What is your annual household income?
(optional)
-- 0-5k

15-20k

40-60k

5-10k

25-30k

60-70k

10-15k

30-40k

70-80k

-- 80-100k
Over 100k

Any additional comments:
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for
taking our survey!
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Appendix B: JET Transit Survey Results
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Appendix C: JET Transit Survey Comments
Survey Comments Referencing Span of Service
Just would love for the bus to run longer and go more places and run everyday. Love drivers on 37
she's very nice/cares about riders
I love riding the Jet System I need it to run 7 days a week and later times
I just wish the buses run later since that's my only means of transportation other than walking
Would like to see Saturday service extended somewhat to get to Church. I would like the bus to go
faster and I walk less.
Buses need to run on Sundays also and later Bus Rider of Routes #27 and #53
Most days I don't get off work until 8 PM and the buses quit running.
I love everything you are doing, just wish you ran buses on Saturday and Sunday. Seven days a
week.
"Add Sunday Routes I would like more buses more often and service starting earlier or ending later.
Ride of Routes #27, #53 and #8
I enjoyed riding public transit when I lived in Chicago and I would ride more often if JETs did lengthen their days of service with extended hours and there was some overlap in the routes so I wouldn't
have to come to the transfer station to change buses.
Would rather service run earlier in the morning and later in the evening
Service stops running at 6 PM
It will be very helpful if you extend the bus schedule. I don't have a car and I leave from my classes
around 6 pm. There is not enough time to go shopping at the market.
More busses are needed. Better routes to cover city. Early and later routes. Lots of other cities have
public transportation already in place and Jonesboro need one to help it's citizens.
I love Jet. I would use it every day if I could get home on the bus. Getting to work is no problem with
Jet. I get off work at 9 PM. This makes riding the bus is hard so I have to take my car.
Just expand routes and run later. Nestle Frito lay. These ppl need bus options
I volunteer at the HUB and the JETS transportation does not meet the needs of our clients in many
cases. They need both earlier and later hours with runs in more of the factory areas.
I ride JETS Paratransit and wish it ran a bit later in the afternoons.
Should run hours to accommodate shift workers late and early
I would like to have bus to run on the weekends as well I came from a metropolitan area and i know
Jonesboro is growing tremendously but I think we should have it seven days a week mon through
sat 5am-10pm and sun 7am-7pm
It would really help to have the bus at least run on the weekend at the very least. Running up till
midnight would also give me a way home when I get off
I work first and second shift hours and can't ride the bus home from work often. This forces me to
use Uber and that costs $10 per trip
Need Ride on weekend at least either Sunday or Saturday. Also please extend over 6PM . This is
the only convenient services. Also you should launch mobile app or GPS system in the bus so that
people can where the coming bus is.
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Survey Comments Referencing Route Design
Need additional stops at Southwest Drive and also Red Wolf Blvd.

Longer hours, go pass more factories, and Walmart on Parker, DMV, Southwest Drive, place to take
drivers test

I would like a stop closer to my address to help avoid walking so much
I do not ride the bus but there needs to be a route and stop on main st downtown. We have
people stop in my business downtown at least once a month to find a bus stop.
We need a bus on Red Wolf Blvd Bus Rider of Routes 27,37,43,53
Please expand the service area to all of the factories on Highland to Nestle, Butterball, etc.
There are places that need stops and then there need to be some on call stops. Then there are some
unneccessary stops as well. But all in all its a good service.
Bi-directional service, benches, not late enough, buses on sundays
Bus needs to run closer to my work at Parker and Caraway (the Greyhound stop) at least in the mornings for sure.
Saturday service is great but it would be helpful if JET had service to more areas on Saturday or if it is
possible to do seasonal areas on Saturday like to the Farmer's Market.
My MAIN concern is for the location of the bus stop at Parker Park/police substation on Church. It is right
before a cross walk making it more dangerous. I would like to have that changed to a different place like
the other side of the crosswalk at the least. If the content I gave as issues were addressed I know of
two people who would take the bus one is a foreign exchange student the other is an elder woman who
walks early in the morning to work. Thanks for your time and consideration
Adding a bus in opposite direction to any or all routes would be EXTREMELY attractive.
JETS needs more stops..
Yes the bus could put a stop between church and nettleton a rains and nettleton
Would be willing to pay an additional charge to paratransit to expand ability to go to HIPPA Therapy at
Diego Ranch / Bono. Also would like to see the JET system go a little further out around the town.
Need jet bus where ppl can't get to like valley view area northfliyd street myette street
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Survey Comments Referencing Frequency
I like JET and would ride more if service was faster from place to place. For example, once at work, I
have to stay at work, I can't take hour to make an errand trip. The loop is wasteful for me, how about a
two-way route? Two-way would be a good start.
In Tampa bus runs every 15-20 min. Longer buses to seat more people I had to stand on #27 and had
nothing to hold on to.
I have had occasional need to use JET in the past. Mainly times when a vehicle was being serviced.
It is fairly easy to get to and from most major areas of town, however the time commitment is what will
keep me utilizing my own transportation for the most part. I do not wish to invest an hour into making a
trip on a bus that I can make in 10 minutes in my personal vehicle. For me, my personal vehicle is my
preferred method of transportation. For those who don't have a vehicle, JET is a great service and I
hope to see it continue to grow and expand services.

Survey Comments Referencing Amenities
JET needs more buses and more covers on seats at the bus stops Ride of Routes #43 and #53

Buses need more seats! Rider of Routes #27, and #53
Waste cans should be on the ground or out side of the sitted area not close to sitting area.
Thank You. Rider of Routes #27, #37, #43
I would like to see more sheltered stops. There is no use in increasing stops if they do not
provide a safe place to wait or sit for transit away from elements like bad weather, grassy/
muddy terrain or high traffic. I drive, but I would not mind taking transit if I knew my clothes/
shoes wouldn't get soiled and I wouldn't be standing in the street or grass/mud while I was
waiting for the bus.
Please consider putting stops in areas that are safe and does not slow traffic down
I have never ridden the bus but my concern is towards the stops themselves. Most do not
have protection from the elements or even a bench to rest while waiting. I can imagine
standing in the rain or 100 degree weather with the sun shining is not a pleasant experience
to an able-bodied person, much less someone with a disability or a child with them.
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General Survey Comments
Driver #37 Evening is best driver.
Just would love for the bus to run longer and go more places and run everyday. Love drivers on 37
she's very nice/cares about riders
I really appreciate Jets and their drivers
I have been riding the bus for about a year and it has been very reliable. thank you Bus Rider of
Routes #37 and #53
I hope you guys find success, Buses are cool."
I think the bus is great even though I don't use it, but I may have to someday.
The drivers are great and give me a nice comfortable ride to and from my destination. Rider of
Routes #27 and #43
I'm satisfied with JET!
"Thank y'all" Ride of Routes #27, #43, and #53
Buses are not on time.
Every day it's hard for me to catch 43 bus. It's really my main route. But sometimes I have to catch
Bus 17 and 27 to some places
I hope that JET will increase its special-event programming. This would help increase ridership
and attract a different clientele than the everyday users. Perhaps part time drivers could be hired
to provide bus service to large public events such as concerts, ASU lectures and programs, ASU
ballgames, downtown festivals, etc. It would also be helpful if buses with drivers could be rented for
special occasions such as a city tours for conventions and 50-year reunions.
We need free rides two times a month Ride of Routes #17, #27, and #43
They should have bike tire pumps at transit stops
The online schedule is incomplete; 2 consecutive times are shown and from that (I guess) we must
infer the rest of the day. you folks could figure this out once for everybody to read. it just seems lazy
that you didn't.
It needs to be more on time and they should show the new drivers the routes and make sure they
can drive the bus the right way before hiring them.
Yes, I don’t think we should have to suffer in hot sun because buses running late. I think the drivers
need be disciplined & action taken against them if bypass & take a detour because they feel nobody
at bus stop. I waited on 43 bus today ova an hour & when called to check & see why bus haven’t arrived dispatcher informed me the driver didn’t come by there & I had been there since 3:46 & called
at 4:41 when bus should have been there by 4:30 at the latest
Yes, I had issue today where I was waiting on bus 43 for hour & I thought they are 40 minutes apart
& the driver didn’t come to the bus stop at all & I had call dispatch & she had send me an van so I
can make it to pay my rent on time. Y’all need discipline or take action against these drivers that just
assume nobody is going to be waiting on bus so they just bypass stop & don’t show up
The current schedule is almost impossible to read and figure out. Please make an easy to read
schedule
Jets is a waste of time /taxpayer money unless you can get more ridership beyond ASU international students
I have concern about the bus fare machines. Several free rides are being given to passengers, due
to the machines malfunctioning. Due to lack of income, I'm afraid it will cause JET to shut down.
More clear information and direction about how to use jet on online will be helpful
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Appendix D: ASU Organization Contact List

A-State Organizations Contact
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ASU Organization

Contact Name

Email

Sent
Email

Alpha Kappa Delta National
Honor Society for Sociology

Kelly Mendes

kelly.mendes@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

American Society of Civil
Engineers

Sydney Allgeier

sydney.allgeier@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Phelan Thamen

phelan.thamen@smail.astate.edu

Email not
Found

Criminology, Sociology, and
Geography Club

Vankevia Garner

vankevia.garner@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Cycling

Cameron Nolen

cameron.nolen@smail.astate.edu

Email not
Found

Environmental Club

Sara Saucedo

sara.saucedo@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Exercise is Medicine

Katie Sellers

kaitlin.sellers@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Feminist Union

Laura Rawls

laura.rawls@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Fit Foundations

Dylan Ferrell

dylan.ferrell@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Garden Club

Yuka Gotani

yuka.gotani@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Habitat for Humanity
Campus Chapter of ASU

David Murphy

david.murphy@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

IEEE Student Branch at
Arkansas State University

Tyler Cornwell

tyler.cornwell1@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

International Association of
Emergency Management

Kathryn Williams

kathryn.williams1@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Kayak and Canoe Club

Brandon Rogers

brandon.rogers@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Lupus Subterranus

James Gore

james.gore@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Master Social Work Student
Org

Frederick Webb

frederick.webb@smail.astate.edu

Email not
Found

Mu Alpha Chi

Max Bacot

maxwell.bacot@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

National Society of
Collegiate Scholars (NSCS)

Cassandr
Koekemoe

cassandr.koekemoe@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

National Society of
Leadership and Success
(NSLS)

Hannah Hampton

hannah.hampton@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

A-State Organizations Contact
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ASU Organization

Contact Name

Email

Sent
Email

Alpha Kappa Delta National
Honor Society for Sociology

Kelly Mendes

kelly.mendes@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

American Society of Civil
Engineers

Sydney Allgeier

sydney.allgeier@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Phelan Thamen

phelan.thamen@smail.astate.edu

Email not
Found

Criminology, Sociology, and
Geography Club

Vankevia Garner

vankevia.garner@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Cycling

Cameron Nolen

cameron.nolen@smail.astate.edu

Email not
Found

Environmental Club

Sara Saucedo

sara.saucedo@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Exercise is Medicine

Katie Sellers

kaitlin.sellers@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Feminist Union

Laura Rawls

laura.rawls@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Fit Foundations

Dylan Ferrell

dylan.ferrell@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Garden Club

Yuka Gotani

yuka.gotani@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Habitat for Humanity
Campus Chapter of ASU

David Murphy

david.murphy@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

IEEE Student Branch at
Arkansas State University

Tyler Cornwell

tyler.cornwell1@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

International Association of
Emergency Management

Kathryn Williams

kathryn.williams1@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Kayak and Canoe Club

Brandon Rogers

brandon.rogers@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Lupus Subterranus

James Gore

james.gore@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Master Social Work Student
Org

Frederick Webb

frederick.webb@smail.astate.edu

Email not
Found

Mu Alpha Chi

Max Bacot

maxwell.bacot@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

National Society of
Collegiate Scholars (NSCS)

Cassandr
Koekemoe

cassandr.koekemoe@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

National Society of
Leadership and Success
(NSLS)

Hannah Hampton

hannah.hampton@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

ASU Organization

Contact Name

Email

Sent
Email

Peace and Love

Kirklan Pettis

kirklan.pettis@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Phi Alpha Honor Society

Marchell Agnew

marchell.agnew@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Ph Alpha Theta

Justin Castro

jcastro@astate.edu

7/3/18

Physical Education Major
Club

Blake Holder

@smail.astate.edu

Plant and Soil Science Club

Shauna Taylor

shauna.taylor@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Pre-Law Club

Preston Bennett

preston.bennett@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Red Cross Club 2017-2018

Joseph Richmond

jrichmond@astate.edu

7/3/18

Red Wolf Chapter of Soil
and Water Conservatory

Kassandr Riley

kassandr.riley@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Society of Automotive
Engineers ASU

Collin Weargerl

collin.weargerl@smail.astate.edu

Email not
Found

Society of Women
Engineers

Jessica Marks

jessica.marks@smail.astate.edu

Email not
Found

Student Activities Board

Morgan Crain

mcrain@astate.edu

7/3/18

Student Government
Association

Haley Stotts

haley.stotts@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Student Nutrition and
Dietitics Association

Hannah Aldridge

hannah.aldridge@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

The Herald

Destini Lattimor

destini.lattimor@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

United Way

Hannah Shell

hannah.shell@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

University Heights Lion's
Club

Brooke Knight

brooke.knight@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Vilalge Tenant Association

Kelly Ponder

kponder@astate.edu

7/3/18

Volunteer A-State

Marisa House

marisa.house@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Women in Science Club

Abigail Hickam

abigail.hickam@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

African Students
Association (A-State) 20172018

Andrea Kouame

andrea.kouame@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Business and Professional
Women at Arkansas State

Qian Yu

qian.yu@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Chinese Student
Organization

Qinhan Hu

qinhan.hu@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18
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ASU Organization

Contact Name

Email

Sent
Email

Circle of Trust

Elizabet Lewis

elizabet.lewis@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Gay-Straight Alliance

Alfonso Ramirez

alfonso.ramirez@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Hispanic Outreach and
Latino Appreciation

Ana Osorio

ana.osorio@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Indian Student Organization

Bhargavk Potti

bhargavk.potti@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

International Student
Association

Anukrit Chapagai

anukrit.chapagai@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Japanese Student
Organization

Misato Tsuruta

misato.tsuruta@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18

Korean Student Association

Joonwon Seo

joonwon.seo@smail.astate.edu

7/3/18
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Appendix E: Transfer Analysis

Appendix F: Destinations and Attractors
Points of Interest
Arkansas State University

Craighead Forest Park

West Mart Shopping Center

Craighead County Public Library

Joe Mack Campbell Park

Air Choice One/Jonesboro Municipal
Airport

Arkansas State University Museum

Southern Confederate Heritage Park

JET Regional Transfer Center

First National Bank Arena

Rev. Dr. Herman Lewellen Park

Centennial Bank Stadium

Hijinx

University Heights Lions Club Park

Bradbury Art Museum

Malco Hollywood Cinema

Parker Park

Ridgepointe Country Club

NEA Baptist Memorial Hospital

Miles Park

8.33 Miles of Existing Trails

NEA Baptist Clinic Urgent Care

L.M. Stotts Park

St. Bernards Medical Center

Julian James Memorial Park

St. Bernards Healthcare

Fairview Park

St. Bernards Senior Health Clinic

William Evans Memorial Park

Craighead County Courthouse

City Water and Light Park

U.S. District Court

Optimist Park

Jonesboro Municipal Center

Jonesboro Country Club

Allen Park Community Center

Sage Meadows Country Club and
Golf Course

Earl Bell Community Center

ASU Regional Farmers Market

E. Boone Watson Community Center Mall at Turtle Creek
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Parker Park Community Center

Caraway Plaza Shopping Center

Forrest L. Wood Crowley's Ridge
Nature Center

Fountain Square Shopping Center

Southside Softball Complex

Ole Town Mall

Major Employers
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St. Bernards Healthcare (Medical
Center)

Arkansas Glass Container Corporation

Crane Composites

Arkansas State University

Brookland Public Schools

Dillard's

NEA Baptist Memorial Hospital

Focus, Inc.

Medic One (2 locations)

Wal-Mart Super Centers (2 locations)

Ritter Communications

St. Elizabeth's Place

Hytrol Conveyor Company

Westside Public Schools

Academy Sports

Jonesboro Public Schools

Post Foods LLC

JC Penney Company

NEA Baptist Clinic

Camfil APC

Skill Care Nursing Center

Nestle Prepared Foods Company

Centennial Bank (5 locations)

Arkansas Early Learning Center
(3 locations)

Frito-Lay, Inc.

HealthSouth Rehabilitation Hospital

MC Express, Inc.

City of Jonesboro

Nice-Pak Products, Inc.

Craighead Electric

Unilever

City Water & Light

East Arkansas Area Agency on
Aging

Mid-South Health Systems

Lowe's of Jonesboro

Home Depot

Nettleton Public Schools

Sam's Club

Optus

Thomas & Betts Corporation

Consolidated Youth Services, Inc. (2
locations)

RGB Mechanical

Riceland Foods, Inc.

Craighead Nursing Center

U.S. Postal Service (6 locations)

Great Dane Trailers

Fowler Foods

Valley View Public Schools

Jonesboro Healthcare Center LLC

Jonesboro Human Development
Center

Apex Tool Group

Butterball LLC

Colson Caster Corporation

Craighead County

Target

Schools
2220 Kids Place Day Care

Health/Wellness Envi Magnet

Nettleton Junior High School

Annie Camp Junior High School

International Studies Magnet

Oasis 4 Kids

Best Yet DCFH

Jack & Jill Learning Center

P-Nuts Playhouse Day Care

Blessed Sacrament School

Jessup Precious Moments Head Start

Presbyterian Pre-School

Blessed Sacrement Day Care Center

Jonesboro High School

Raider Open Door Charter School

Bright Beginnings Day Care

Jonesboro Vocational Center

Reba See's Home Day Care

Bright Beginnings Learning Center

Kathy Selby's Day Care

Ridgefield Christian School

Candyland Day Care Center

Kays Hilltop Day Care Center

Small Wonders Christian DC

Cherub House Day Care

Kids Kingdom Child Care Center

St. Marks Day School

Child and Youth Ped Day Clinic

Kids Kountry Learning

Treeces Tots Day Care

Concordia Christian Academy

Kindergarten Center

University
School

Elementary

CRDC Center Head Start Program; Math & Science Magnet School
CRDC Head Start at Tech

Valley View Elementary School

Discovery Island Learning Center

Microsociety Magnet School

Valley View High School

Divine Wisdom Child Care Center

Middle School Brenda's Day Care

Visual & Performing Art Magnet

Douglas
School
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Heights

MacArthur

Junior

High Montessori School of Jonesboro

Walnut Street Baptist Day Care

Early Childhood Learning Center

Mrs. Alices Day Care

Well Keep Em Day Care

Early Childhood Learning Center

Nea Comprehensive Learning Center

Wells Day Care Center

Eastside Baptist Academy

Nettleton Central Elementary School

Westside Elementary School

Fox Meadow Elementary School

Nettleton High School

Westside High School

Fox Meadow Intermediate Center

Nettleton Intermediate Center

Westside Middle School

Appendix G: Transit Data Collection
Route Profile Instructions
Route profiles are integral to understanding the service that JET provides. Route profiles are
an opportunity for JET to monitor and track ongoing route metrics, including average daily
boardings, route productivity, average fares, trip costs, and net costs per boarding. Route
profiles should be updated on a yearly basis and particularly when changes to routes are made
or if additional routes are created.
Route Profile Excel Workbook Example
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Understanding the Route Profile Workbook:
•
•
•
•

Columns C, D, E, and G include information on the individual trips. These columns
include trip numbers, start times, end times, and trip revenue hours.
Cell G5 will auto-populate the sum of the trip revenue hours
Cell M5 will auto-populate the productivity by dividing the Average Daily Boardings with
the Trip Revenue Hours (L5/H5)
Cell O5 includes Total Schedule Hours which is the sum of O8-H20

Use the following steps to update the Route Profiles on a yearly basis.
Step 1: Archive all Route Profiles by Year (new tab for each year)
Step 2: Update Survey Ranges and Input Collected Boarding Data
• Update Survey Date Ranges in Row 2, Columns D-M.
• Complete for each Route (See JET Route 1-5 and Saturday Service Profile workbooks)
• Input Boarding Data
Step 3: Update Average Daily Boardings
• Use ridership data collected to update Column L with Average Daily Boardings.
• Input each individual trip boardings into Column L, Rows 8 – 20 (expanded service
hours or number of buses will result in additional Rows)
• Cell L5 is the output number for Average Daily Boardings. This value should be
transferred to the “Route Productivity Workbook” to calculate systemwide productivity.
Step 4: Develop Net Cost per Boarding
• Column O – Q defines operating parameters, operation costs and net costs per
boarding.
• Update Column O, Rows 8-20 with updated schedule hours.
• Update Cell P2 with updated cost per hour for the JET system.
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Appendix H: Transfer Analysis
The ATG project team received transfer data from JET in samples representing Summer, Fall,
Winter, and Spring months from 2017 to 2018. The data was aggregated and used to compare total
transfer activity as displayed in Chapter 2, however, was also spatially represented by transfers
issued by route. The following maps displays transfers issued by route. Transfer was not available
for weekend ridership.

Appendix I: Scenario Evaluation

No Change
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Removed Stop

Serves Less
Routes

Serves Different
Routes

Serves More
Routes

New Stop

No Change
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Removed Stop

Serves Less
Routes

Serves Different
Routes

Serves More
Routes

New Stop

No Change
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Removed Stop

Serves Less
Routes

Serves Different
Routes

Serves More
Routes

New Stop

Appendix J: Implementation
Transit Implementation
Scenario Scheduling/Cost Estimation Instructions
Generating scenario schedules and estimating costs are both crucial to understanding scenario benefits
and implementation feasibility. Scenario schedules and system cost estimations allow JET to compare
overall service in conjunction with associated service costs. This analysis provides the agency with
several metrics which will help JET assess the provided scenarios, separated by daily and annual
measures. Metrics include in-service hours, revenue hours, vehicle miles, trip numbers, vehicle
requirements, and service costs.

Schedule & Cost Estimation Excel Workbook Example

Understanding the Schedule & Cost Estimation Workbook
-
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Columns A – H display system metrics by route measured by day
Columns I – Q show system metrics by route measured annually
Both calculate In-service hours, Revenue Hours, Layover Hours, Layover %, Vehicle Miles, Trips,
and Vehicle Requirements
Annual measurements additionally display Productive Time and Service Cost
Columns B, C, D, F, G all pull from route schedules found from different tabs (shown below), and
will auto-populate once you have entered updated scenario schedules and adjusted the
formulas to contain the correct amount of rows

-

-

Column E will auto-populate once the aforementioned columns have been correctly linked to
route schedules, dividing values columns D and C (e.g. D4/C4).
Column H for both daily and annual measurements is manually input
Columns I, J, K, N, and O multiply their partner daily metrics with lookup value (shown below)s
for total operating weekdays and total operating Saturdays (e.g. In-Service Hrs = (Daily InService Hrs * Total Weekdays) + (Daily In-Service Hours 8 Total Saturdays)
o Weekday and Saturday lookup values are multiplied with the same daily values because
all scenarios are proposing similar schedules between weekday and weekend services
(i.e. same span). It must be noted that the constrained scenario does not include
weekend services in its schedule and cost estimation.

Column M display Productive Time, which displays the percentage of revenue hours a bus/route
is available to transit users (e.g. I4/J4).
Column Q displays Annual Service Cost, which multiplies Revenue Hours (Column J) by the cost
of service look up value

Similar workbooks exist for the existing system/near-term existing system enhancements, all
exploratory scenarios, and all extensions for Phase II and Phase III. Regarding updating/creating new
Schedules & Cost Estimates for system scenarios or extensions, the same template may be used; simply
update departure and arrival times (Columns A and C of any given route schedule tab), update run times
(Column B of any given route schedule tab), and drag Columns D through J to match the row number of
Columns A-C. All formulas in the summary table must then be revised to match the row count in the
route tabs. Once this is complete, the summary tabs will auto-populate to show updated performance
metrics based on updated schedules.
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